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a month. That's envisioning a
worse-case scenario, though; we
don't think that it will get that
The city's monthly garbage col- high, but if our worse fears our
lection rates could double next year realized, it will," Don Elias, city
if more revenue is not generated planner, said.
Elias said a new fee might be
from county residents and if the
state's stringent landfill regulations implemented in July 1991, but it
will not be as high if more county
are passed as they stand now.
"We've been discussing this for residents use the service. The city
the past few months. We're pro- has mandatory garbage collection
jecting the costs of keeping up the and disposal; a $6.25 cent charge is
landfill until 1995. At the very added to residents' water, bills.
highest price, costs could reach $12* County residents may use the serBy KRIS FAZI
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Garbage collection rates could double next year
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ROME — An earthquake
struck Sicily's eastern coast early Thursday, killing at least five
people, collapsing several buildings and sending thousands of
panicked residents into the
streets, officials said. The quake
struck at about 1:30 a.m. and
registered 4.7 on the Richter
scale, the Ministry of Civil Protection reported. At least 30
people were injured, the Italian
news agency ANSA said.

vice, but it is not mandatory.
"There are about 15,000 people
living in the city and about 15,000
living in the county, but the city
pays 80 percent of keeping up the
landfill," he said. "We've asked the
Fiscal Court to generate more
revenue in the county, but they're
waiting to see what will happen in
next month's special session (of the
General Assembly on waste
disposal)."
Elias said if legislators make
current. state landfill regulations

Christmas preparations

MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky. —
People have visited Mammoth
Cave National Park in record
numbers this year, according to
park officials. Through November, 2.015,021 people had visited the park. The previous high
was in 1977, when the park
attracted L979,341 people.

SPORTS

Parks Director Gary Hohman, left, and employee Bobby Perry set up a Christmas display Wednesday
near the entrance to the Murray City Park in preparation for the "Christmas in the Park" displays. The
annual displays should be ready for viewing tomorrow night, according to a park spokesperson.

BUSINESS

now, but we'll do whatever is in
the best interest of the city and
county."
The General Assembly will meet
with Gov. Wilkinson in January to .
discuss waste disposal. Area officials complain the current regulations are the same for the whole
state, which they say is unnecessary, particularly in the Purchase
Area.
Federal regulations state a land(Cont'd on page 2)

Say to visit Beirut in
effort to free brother

STATE

SAN FRANCISCO — John
McEnroc caused a racket away
from the court after he missed a
United Airlines flight to Hawaii.
McEnroe tangled with two gate
agents and all were taken to the
airport police station. The flight
was held several minutes to wait
for McEnroe and his four traveling companions, whom Dornacker declined to name.

only as stringent as federal regulations, costs would be decreased
some, but he does not know to
what extent. Whatever the outcome, the new rates will reflect the
costs of keeping up the landfill
until 1995 according to new state
regulations.
"We're waiting on that special
session," Judge-Executive George
Weaks said. "We'll get mandated
to do something, but nobody knows
what that's going to be. I can't tell
you what Fiscal Court will do right

CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — A Kentucky woman, fearing that her brother
Terry Anderson cannot survive
much longer in captivity, is planning a private trip to Beirut to seek
the release .of Anderson and five
other American hostages.
Peggy Say said Wednesday that
her frustration with the Bush administration also prompted her to
decided on the trip in January.
"This is a private initiative ...
born of frustration and desperation
and fear that Terry will not survive
much longer," Say said.
"I simply have no choice. The
administration has given me no
choice."
Say also cited the success of
recent efforts to win the release of
U.S. hostages in Iraq and Kuwait
as another reason for her plan.
"We saw what worked for the
Baghdad hostages," she told The
Associated Press.
don't know
whether that would work in Terry's
case. I know in my dealings with
the administration, I have begged
and pleaded and threatened and
cajoled and cannot make them
act."

Anderson was the AP's chief
correspondent in Beirut when he
was captured nearly six years ago.
He is the longest-held of the
American hostages.
"The longer this goes on the
more it takes a toll on these hostages physically and emotionally,"
she said. He is about to spend yet
another Christmas in captivity and
suffers from rotted teeth and severe
digestive problems, she said.
For much of the year. Say has
avoided interviews to see if maintaining a lower profile would help
the cause of the hostages' release.
Say, who has been the most outspoken of hostage family members.
appeared on NBC's Today Show
on Tuesday but made no mention
of her plan to travel to Beirut.
That plan was revealed in a later
interview with NBC affiliate
WPSD-TV in Paducah not far from
her cottage near Lake Barkley in
western Kentucky. Say told WPSD that she called
the State Department to discuss her
plan just after completing the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Bush announces February summit, aid package

WASHINGTON — AT&T
and MCI agreed to settle lawsuits that charged false advertising and customer theft, and
proposed new federal standards
to prevent consumers from
being switched from one longdistance company to another
against their will.

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - President
Bush said Wednesday he and
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev will meet Feb. 11-13 in Moscow in hopes of signing a treaty
slashing their nuclear arsenals.
Bush also opened a credit line that
could mean up to $I billion in food
to help the Soviets through the

FORECAST
Tonight: Clearing this evening and colder. Low 25 to 30.
Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday: Partly sunny. High
around 45.

winter.
In a gesture of friendship with a
former foe, Bush said the credit
guarantees and other aid would
help see the Soviets through
"tough times." Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze said
the Soviet people "will welcome
and appreciate that decision."
Although both sides had talked
about a superpower summit in
Moscow in early 1991, Bush's

announcement was the first official
word.
Secretary of State James A. Ba!rer III, standing with Bush and Shcvardnadze at the White House,
made it clear that technical problems still remain to be resolved on
the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty to reduce long-range nuclear
weapons.
But Bush said, "I'm pleased
with the great progress we've made

on START and hopeful that we'll
be ready to sign a treaty" at the
Moscow summit.
In the meantime, the president
said he was waiving, through June
1991, longstanding trade restrictions against the Soviet Union, enabling the Soviets to buy U.S. food
on credit. Baker said the program
would cover from 5500 million to
SI billion in food shipments.
The president said he was send-

ing technical and medical assistance to help the Soviet Union
"cope with immediate shortages."
"The Soviet Union is facing
tough times, difficult times. But I
believe that this is good reason to
act now in order to help the Soviet
Union stay the course of democratization and to undertake market
reforms," Bush said.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Weaks informs
Fiscal Court
of Wilkinsons'
Saturday plans

What do you NOT want for Christmas this year?
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By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Frank Virant
This shy 4-year-old confided that
he did not want Santa Claus to
bring him any "mud" or "slugs."
He does, however, want a
battleship.

June Pierce
"I would not like war in Iraq.
bills, sickness or death, unhappy
children and unsaid prayers. I
didn't reallie there were so many
things I didn't want for Christmas."

Randy Wilkins
"I would not like a Nintendo
game. I'm Nintendo'd out. 1 would
not like a bunch of tics, socks, or
an Old Spice gift set -- the kind of
stuff you get every year."

Governor Wallace Wilkinson
and his wife Martha will visit Murray Saturday to dedicate the
George H. Weaks Community
Center.
Calloway County JudgeExecutive George Welts
announced during Fiscal Court
Wednesday that the Wilkinsons
will arrive at Murray-Calloway
County Airport at 11 a.m. and will
then he escorted by the police to
the courthouse, where they will cat
at the annual courthouse Christmas
dinner. The dinner was scheduled
in conjunction with the Wilkinsons' visit.
At 12:30 p.m.. the Wilkinsons

Randy Wilson
"More bills or war to break out.
Those are the two big things. Also,
I would not like snow. I'm going to
Vermont, and there will be snow
there."

(Coned on page 3)
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Bush announces...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The centerpiece of the economic
aid package is the waiver of
Jackson-Vanik trade amendments,
imposed to penalize the Soviet
Union for its once-restrictive emigration policies, especially concerning Jews. In temporarily waiving
the trade restrictions, the president
opened Soviet access to U.S. credit
to help it buy the food it needs to
offset severe shortages.
He stopped short of recommending that the Soviet Union also be
granted most-favored-nation trade
status, but hinted that a complete
normalization of trade might come

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1990

later.
White House officials said earlier this week that economic help to
the Soviet Union would be motivated in part by a desire to reward
Gorbachev's government for its
political support in the Persian
Gulf.
But Baker said that the aid package was "not a payoff or a payback for the cooperation we've
seen on the gulf crisis" though the
United States appreciated Soviet
support.
Bush told Shevardnadze he was
glad the two nations were standing
"shoulder to shoulder on the
gulf."
"I think this is a great achievement," Shevardnadze told him,

responding to human needs and
also could provide a "major
boost" for U.S. farmers.
He said after a late afternoon
meeting with Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir that they didn't
specifically talk about Bush's decision but that Shamir had indicated
previously "he has no objections
and actually seems to applaud the
decision."
House Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo., who drew White
House criticism when he suggested
nine months ago that it was time
for the United States to aid the
Soviet Union, welconied Bush's
action, saying, "America cannot
stand on the sidelines as the Cold
War era ends and the Soviet Union
struggles to find its future."
But Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
said, "The very moment that Gorbachev is considered to be the most
disliked man in the Soviet Union is
scarcely a sensible time to give his
government credibility and financial support by the American
taxpayers."
And Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J.,
said, "It's a mistake to waive the
Jackson-Vanik restrictions in order
to allow more subsidies and loan
guarantees." He said such a move
"puts new burdens on American
taxpayers and does little if anything to relieve hunger in the
Soviet Union."
Administration officials said it
was the largest initial package of
aid ever offered any country and
that once the Soviets decided what

adding that it was very important
for the two nations to continue
working together. "We will,"
Bush told him.
"I feel very good about the relationship," Bush said.
The administration in the past
had opposed waiving the JacksonVanik restrictions until the Soviet
Union enacted a liberalized emigration law.
That law has not yet been
passed. However, the Soviets have
eased their emigration policies in
recent months, and the National
Conference on Soviet Jewry has
said it supports a waiver.
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley,
D-Wash., said Bush's decision was
in the American tradition of

Collection rates...

Many Other Items To
Choose From Including
•Glider Rockers *Entertainment Centers

(Cont'd from page I)
fill must be constructed to protect
the groundwater, but the measures
taken to do that depends on the
area's bedrock. State regulations, if
passed as is in January, require a
clay liner, clay lid and seven feet
of soil on the surface.
Dr. Melvin Henley, chairman of
the PADD Natural Resources Committee, said the Purchase Area is
composed of sedimentary material,
and does not need to take such
strict, expensive measures. Central
Kentucky has a limestone base,
which is permeable and requires
the precautions outlined in the current state regulations.
Henley advised residents to contact their respective legislators and
tell them how they feel about the
A current regulations.

LARGE SELECTION IN STOCK

* AFFORDABLE PRICES *

CRASS FURNITURE
Downtown

753-3621

grain to buy, it could be delivered country.
within 45 days. The package does
In addition, the administration
not include any direct food aid.
will set up a volunteer medical
Shevardnadze requested the assistance effort, supported by the
assistance at a meeting Tuesday federal government, to provide and
with Baker in Houston.
distribute urgently needed medical
Under an Agriculture Depart- and pharmaceutical supplies in the
ment program the Soviets would be Soviet Union, Bush said.
Bush also said he was calling on
able to use, repayment terms of up
to three years are offered covering the World Bank and its sister agenup to 98 percent of a commodity's cy, the International Monetary
Fund, "to give the U.S.S.R. access
value.
Shevardnadze conceded that the to its considerable financial
Soviet Union faced severe econom- expertise."
ic problems.
But, he said, "the Soviet people
will cope with their problems."
"I know it was not easy for the
visit...
president to take that decision" in
approving the agricultural credits (Cant'd from page 1)
"and therefore we very much
Today program interview. "I'm
appreciate the president's decibeing, of course, greatly discoursion," Shevardnadze said.
aged by the State Department, and
To get most-favored trade status
I've told them they can stop me
— which would sharply lower U.S. from going very easily —give me
tariffs on Soviet products — the
my brother," she said.
president must waive the Jackson"When they put the ban on
Vanik restrictions, plus submit a
travel, they exempted the families
trade agreement to Congress.
of the hostages," she said.
Bush and Gorbachev signed such
Say — who has crusaded for the
a trade agreement last June in
release of the hostages, speaking to
Washington, but the administration
Yassir Arafat, Pope John Paul II,
has withheld sending it to Congress
the Red Cross, European parliauntil the Soviets enact a liberalized
ments and other groups — said she
had discussed the trip with other
emigration law.
hostage families.
Bush cited "generally excellent
practices" in easier emigration
She said members of those families and perhaps a former hostage
over the past year. And Shevardmay accompany her to Lebanon.
nadze said "I have no doubt very
The Rev. Lawrence Martin Jensoon that there will be a vote and
that legislation will become law." co, kidnapped when he was director of Catholic Relief Services in
The president, attending a
Hanukkah celebration at the White Lebanon and later released, visited
House, said conditions for Soviet Say in 1988. He had been held with
Anderson in Beirut.
Jews had improved dramatically in
"Jenco wants to go." she said.
the past year. "More than 150,000
Say said others who have been
Soviet Jews emigrated this year to
new homes, new lives of liberty released told her their Lebanese
captors wanted to free them but
and dignity."
would not without the approval of
Shcvardnadze's White House Iran. She
said Iran has refused her
visit came after two days of meetan entry visa, "but I can approach
ings between him and Baker in the
Iranians indirectly in Beirut,
Houston.
and I can't fail Terry any longer."
They spent much of the time
"When I go, I want to be prethere on remaining differences on
pared and the people with me to
the START agreement, which has
stay for awhile because, I don't
been eight years in negotiation. It
intend to come back without Terwould cut U.S. and Soviet arsenals
ry," she said.
of long-range nuclear bombers,
missiles and submarines by about
30 percat.
Under the aid package, the
United States will also send this
month a team of private, university
SPECIAL NEEDS
and government experts on food
ADOPTION PROGRAM
distribution and marketing to help
1-800-432
-9346
the Soviet Union get the food to
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
the most needy regions of the

Say to
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Clothing cache

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1990

installation of an elevator at the
community center.
He informed the Department of
Rural Roads that four roads — one
in each magisterial district —
needed to be covered with hot mix.
The roads are Tom Taylor, State
Line, Charlie Miller, and Kline.
Weaks also requested $45,000
from the state to help pay for the
installation of an elevator at the
community center, and an additional S5,000 to pay for fire alarms for
the building. He was informed that
the community center may be eligible to qualify for a community
block grant.

Fiscal Court...
(Cont'd from page 1)
will arrive at the community center
where they will give a speech and
visit with the public. They will
leave the center for the airport at 1
p.m. Due to lack of time, no tours
of the center have been scheduled.
In other business, the court
appointed Richard Whited to a second four-year term on the Calloway County Transit Board.
Wcaks then reported about his
trip to Frankfort on Monday. At the
Capitol, he addressed the need for
repairs on four rural roads and the

Murray Police Detective Charles Peeler displays clothing recmered
from burglary suspects Wednesday in connection with a theft from
Dan's clothing store last week. Gerard Cavette, 22, and David Cavette, 19, both of Henry, Tenn., were arrested and charged with third
degree burglary and theft over $100 after the clothes and a cash
registered reported stolen in the burglary were recovered at their
homes in Tennessee, Peeler said. The two were lodged in the Henry
County Jail to await extradition. Other arrests are pending, Peeler
said.

®
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AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE'
Late

Christmas

0%INTEREST!
NO PAYMENTS'TIL MARCH!
NO DOWN PAYMENT!

Culliver's research reports
on criminal youth behavior
An increasing number of juvenile arrests since he 1950s for violent criminal behavior such as rape,
murder and robbery have several
factors in common, according to a
recently completed study titled
"Youths in Custody."
Dr. Concetta Culliver, director of
the criminal justice program at
Murray State University and author
of the report, said findings of the
survey of incarcerated juveniles
continues to be a cause for great
concern across the nation.
She said the project, which was
partially'funded by a research grant
from the U.S. Department of Justice, shows a marked tendency
among juvenile offenders to be:
illegal drug users; dropouts from
school; products of single-parent
homes, primarily maternal; and,
among youth convicted of rape,
likely to have been victims themselves of beatings or sexual molestation, sometimes by family
members.
She presented a paper which outlined her findings at a recent meeting of the Americn Society of Criminology in Baltimore, Md.,
attended by criminologists from the
U.S. and Canada, as well as Australia, Austria, England, Finland,
Israel, Germany, The Netherlands,
the Soviet Union, Sweden, Tiwan
and Yugoslavia.
Data from her field work, done
in the summer of 1989, were

analyzed in terms of state, region,
race, illegal drug usage, probationary status, school status, history or
personal victimization and home
environment.
Among other conclusions reached as a result of the research are:
whites commit more homicide than
robbery or rape; and the rate for
robbery was higher for blacks than
for whites.
As an outcome of the research,
Dr. Cu!liver developed several
recommendations for school officials which she believes will enable
the schools to cope better with the
trend toward more violent crimes
by juveniles. Among her suggestions are:
— Establish more programs to
enhance students' interpersonal
skills and to build more positive
self-concepts.
— Develop school-based programs to enable school officials to
understand and deal more effectively with sexually, physically and
emotionally abused children.
— Provide incentives to schools
to keep predelinquent and delinquent children enrolled in school.
— Create police-school liason
prograns, exposing children to
police officers with special training
such as counseling.
- Institute in-service training
programs relevant to juvenile delinquency for school-system personnel, school board members and
parents.
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A Christmas memory

CITY COMMENTS

New landfill regulations
will be costly for all users
By Mayor Bill Cherry
The city of Murray is currently faced with the costly task of operating
its landfill under substantially increased standards. Gov. Wilkinson issued
an executive order this past January which placed landfill standards into
effect that are as strict as any in the nation. The impact of these regulations has already led landfill owners to announce their plans to close 38
of the 75 existing landfills in Kentucky. One of the primary reasons for
enacting these standards was to increase the cost of landfilling to the
point where out-of-state waste would no longer be brought to Kentucky
landfills. This strategy may prove effective for dealing with this problem
but it has led to greatly escalating disposal costs to the residents of
Kentucky.
In the case of the Murray landfill, the new regulations will increase the
annual operating costs from $200,000 in FY 90 to a projected level of
$570,000 in FY 92. New liner requirements, leachate collection systems,
methane detection systems, groundwater monitoring wells, scales and
compactors are some of the items that will nearly triple our costs of operation. At the household level, this could relate to an increased monthly
change from the current $6.25 to approximately $12 per month.
In order for household costs to be held at reasonable levels it is essential that all residents and businesses in Calloway County utilize the Murray Landfill and thus contribute to its revenue base. Currently, 80 percent
of the revenues are generated from city residents who are all billed for
waste disposal services. With an equal amount of residents outside of the
city limits, greater emphasis must be placed on improving rural collection
efforts that will allow for the proper use of the landfill by all county residents. This economy of scale will enable us to keep waste disposal costs
from increasing to an unbearable level by spreading the revenue base to
more customers. Additionally, the use of the landfill by all residents will
help stop illegal dumping and the associated threat of groundwater contamination. The Governor's proposed solid waste legislation for the January
legislative special session requires countywide, universal collection to be
in place by 1994.
Other areas that are being pursued to offset higher waste disposal cost
include the development of a regional landfill, composting programs,
recycling and resource recovery facilities. Recycling effort such as those
recently initiated at Murray State University and ongoing programs at
Murray and Calloway Middle Schools are particularly helpful in reducing
waste disposal problems. The City is also reviewing the possibility of
developing a composting operation with Murray State University. Nearly
20 percent of our waste stream is made up of compostable products.
In a somewhat related matter, the City of Murray and the MurrayCalloway County Park Board will allow residents to dispose of their
Christmas trees this year at the Murray City Park. Trees can be dropped
off at the parking lot adjacent to the'Murray-Calloway County Park's
office on Payne Street. The treeswill be run through a chipping machine
by city and park personnel and the resulting mulch will be placed around
playground equipment in the park. The Murray Area Recycling Committee and Optimist Club have also volunteered to assist in the effort. Trees
will be accepted from Christmas through Jan. 5. Residents are asked to
please remove all tinsel from the trees. In an effort to save landfill space,
trees will not be picked up by the city's sanitation department as part of
the regular garbage collection service.

Letter to the Editor

Reader urges residents
to write to son in desert
God bless you all.
Dear Editor,
Would you please print this
name and address in your paper.
Kent graduated from Calloway
High in 1975. He would love to
hear from classmates, teachers and
anyone wishing to write to him so
he could share the letters with his
men. It would mean so much.
Thank you so very much and

SFC Winston K. Letterman
407-84-9069
I Troop, 3/2 ACR
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY 09759
Sincerely yours,
Martha D. Letterman, his mom
Rt. 1, Farmington, Ky.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
spoke at Christmas luncheon of
Kentucky Lake Chapter 853 of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees held Dec. 12 at
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Steven Shane Jones, 4, died Dec.
11 in a fire at his home on Unity
Church Road.
Lloyd William Cornett, 56, Rt.
7, Mayfield, died Dec. 11 from
injuries sustained in a car accident,
north of Murray on Highway 1836.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith will
be married for 59 years on Dec. 25.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Proctor Elkins, Nov.
23, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Andrew Brelsford, Nov. 27.
Twenty years ago
Chestnut Street Tabernacle Pentecostal Church will be changed to
Calvary Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God of Murray when it
moves to a new location on U.S.
Highway 641 South, two miles
from Murray.
Nancy Jones, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. C.H. Jones, has been
selected as Shield Queen at Murray
State University.
The Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff
will be installed as pastor of
Immanuel Lutheran Church on
Dec. 13.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. litrid Mrs. Gary Gordon and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Belt,
Dec. 7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joshua Tabers Jr., Dec. 8.
The art works of Mrs. lames
Frazier of Rt. 1, Kirksey, are now
on display at Murray Art Guild.

When I was eight years old, I
thought that Suzie Walker was the
most beautiful doll in the whole
world.
Swie — the offsring of a marriage between plastic and vinyl —
was a husky, teutonic-looking
maiden, about 38 inches tall. Her
dress was aggressively plaid and
uncompromisingly starched, and
the stiff, blond braids jutted fiercely away from her shoulders. Her
legs resembled tree stumps; her
arms were pudgy and greedily outstretched; and her chubby little
hands were open as moons, with
ray-like, spatulate fingers.
When Suzie walked — with the
help of the adoring owner who had
to grasp her hands and guide her
along — it was with rigid, goosestep precision. Her head cranked
stiffly from side to side, and the
accompanying to-and-fro motion of
her icy, blue eyes made her look
like she was reviewing two lines of
paratroopers — one to her right
and one to her left. The corresponding swish of braids, along
with the rest of her mechanized
perambulation, created a stepwhoosh-step-whoosh that I though
was just adorable when I was a
mere child of eight.
Today, of course, I realize Suzie
Walker was a knockout only in the
most literal sense. When I look
back on it, I see Suzie as an
unblinking aryan android who
would take over the playground if.
given half a chance.
I was remembering all this the
other day because we're nearing
Dec. 25 and, when I was eight
years old, the only thing I wanted
for Christmas was a Suzie Walker
doll. In fact, I didn't simply "want"
one of the clunky creatures. I
believed I would absolutely die if I

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Aleiander
didn't find one under the tree
Christmas morning.
I did all the things little girls do
when they crave a special toy. I
wrote the usual letter to Santa. I
pointed out pictures of the doll to
my mother — the "real" Santa, I'd
recently learned — whenever I saw
a Suzie Walker featured in one of
the many toy catalogues we
received in the mail. And, in case
none of that worked, I was very,
very good.
I guess it was sometime in early
December that year I was eight. I
came home for lunch and was told
by my mother that she would not
be there when I got home from
school at the end of the day. Neither would my older sisters be home
— they got out of school later than
I did — so that meant for about 15
glorious minutes I'd be home by
myself, unsupervised.
My mother seemed concerned —
guilty, even — that I'd suffer a
quarter of an hour of what she
probably thought of as neglect. I
considered the whole thing exciting; it was my first venture into the
grown-up world — unless you
count the time I burned my hand
setting a Kleenex on fire with the
procelain lighter that sat on the
coffee table in the living WOITI, but

that's another story.
Anyhow, even more thrilling
than being home alone was that
Mother gave me a key to the house,
so I could let myself in.
She placed it in the palm of my
hand before I sat down to lunch,
warning me not to lose it. I
wrapped my small fist around it so
tight that I could feel the ridges
and teeth of the key bite into my
palm.
"My key. My very own key," I
thought to myself. I really felt
grown up.
Now, my memory is good, but
it's not that vivid that I can recall
the details of the rest of that lunch
except to guess that I had grilled
cheese and tomato soup. And I
imagine that a soap opera played
on the radio as I ate at the red and
gray formica table.
I clearly remember, however,
that after lunch my mother sent me
up to the third floor to get something, and that's when the trouble
started.
The third floor was my brother's
lair, off limits to little sisters unless
they were summoned by special
invitation. Moreover, the third
floor was where the cedar closet
was, and that — I'd learned from
the same generous sibling who
recently told me there was no Santa
Claus — was where Mother hid the
Christmas presents.
"Just one peek in the closet," I
promise myself as I climbed the
steep stairs.
As soon as I saw the coffin-like
box, I knew I'd be getting my wonderful Suzie for Christmas. I
remember crouching on my knees
and opening the box carefully. ther
she was in all her stiffened splendor, a plastic bag protecting her
expressionless face. Her silky

socks were just waiting to be lost,
her rope-like braids aching to be
combed and brushed by me.
I only looked at her for a minute.
Honest. And then I shut the box,
closed the closet door and went
back downstairs with whatever I'd
been sent upstairs to get.
By then, it was time to get back
to school. As I zipped myself into
my snowsuit, I remember my
mother asking,"Now where is your
key? Make sure you have the house
key."
To say,"My heart sank," is usually an exaggeration, but not this
time. I actually felt in plummet into
my oxfords. I didn't have the key,
cif course, but I knew exactly
where it was: Upstairs in dear
Suzies cardboard casket.
I was too young to conceive a
plan that would get me back up
there undetected, so I finally
blurted out my terrible confession.
"Good little girls aren't supposed
to snoop around trying to find their
Christmas presents," mother said.
"Santa Claus might have to come
and take your baby back," she
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It was an idle threat, for I did get
my doll that Christmas anyway. I
never really liked her much,
though, and a few years later I
wasn't really mad when my little
nieces kidnapped Suzie Walker and
cut her bangs while I was at a Girl
Scout meeting.
The clunky madchen is gone to
doll heaven by now, but I've not
forgotten her. I can picture her
now, stout and stolid in a starched
dress. Her bangs are crooked,
thanks to my nieces, and her braids
are undone. And, of course, she's
barefoot. What doll worth her salt
ever made it past New Year's still
shod?

On Iraqi war, U.S. is in its own world
If I understand the situation correctly, one of the reasons we're gearing up for war with Iraq is that we're
trying to create some sort of new
"world order."
This seems to mean that we're
trying to create a kinder and gentler
world and, if Saddam Hussein interferes with this kindness and gentleness, we'll stomp the hell out of him.
And if I understand the situation
correctly, much Or rilOSt of the world
agrees with what we're doing. That
conclusion can be drawn from the
support we've received from the United Nations, which represents most of
the world's population.
If you pause and think about that,
it's pretty impressive, since the world
is a pretty big place and a lot of people
live in it.
The most current estimate is that
the world's population is 5.3 billion.
(If you like to look at zeroes, that's
5,300.000,000.)
So as Americans, we can feel proud
that more than 5 billion people have
said, through their U.N. representatives, that they're on our side.
And Saddam should feel nervous
with that many people thinking he's a

low-life character.
Of course, many millions of them
are little kids who don't know what's
going on. And there are probably
millions more who are drunk or hung
over or watching game shows and
don't care one way or another.
But even if you want to adjust it
down by a billion or so, we do appear
to have considerable support.
If that's the case, though, its puzzling that so few of the world's 5.3
billion people have joined us in the
Arabian desert.
It isn't easy to get exact figures
because the Pentagon keeps pretending that everything is a military secret.
But most estimates are that there are
about 80,000 non-American military
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and support people over there with us.
Eighty thousand people would be
an impressive turnout for a football or
baseball game. And they would make
up the population of a liveable-sized
small city.
But as a percentage of the world's
population, they're not much more
than a drop in the swimming pool.
If my pocket calculator is correct,
those 80,000 troops and support personnel represent something like
.000015 percent of the world's population. What is that? One one-millionth or something? I don't know.
Maybe some bright math major can
help me out
I do know that it isn't exactly a
frenzied turnout. Many rock concerts
have drawn bigger crowds. And some
of the rock concert-goers were probably more inclined toward violence
than our desert allies.
That, of course, is why some of the
critics of President Bush's war plans
have been saying that the rest of the
world isn't doing much more than
offering to hold our coat while we
brawl with Iraq. And they're asking
why, if Saddam is such a threat to
world peace and the world's economy,
the rest of the world isn't frothing at
the lips and just itching to pluck out
his eyes.
Some of Bush's defenders respond
that there are more countries represented in the desert or at sea than
most people realize.
And that's true. About 15 or 20
different countries have sent personnel, which sounds impressive. You
would imagine that Saddam would
say: "Holy camel, there are troops
from 15 or 20 countries out there.

Quick, hand me the white flag."
However, it becomes less impressive when you look at what some of
these countries have sent. There are
small-town American Legion posts
that provide bigger marching units for
parades.
Norway sent a Coast Guard cutter,
which would be handy if any icebergs
drift into the desert. Denmark also
sent a small ship, which is OK,but our
troops would probably have preferred
a few thousand cases of cold Heinekens.
Saudi Arabia has a few thousand of
its own troops on the front lines. That
might not seem like many, considering that it was Saudi Arabia that
yelped for us to come and protect it
after Saddam invaded Kuwait. You
might think that Saudi men, young
and old and by the tens of thousands,
would be enlisting to protect their
own country. But we have to understand that they have a tradition of
disliking menial jobs. They prefer to
use their oil money to hire what we, in
this country,call "domestic help." Just
as some rich Americans hire rent-acops to protect their homes and
businesses, the Saudis have hired our
rent-an-army to fight for their oil
wells and polo ponies.
All of this might bother some of
Bush's critics. But we can look at it
another way. If we really want a
kinder, gentler, less combative world,
this could be an encouraging sign. If
there's a war and 99.999 percent of the
rest of the world doesn't bother to
show up for it, that means there are a
lot of kind and peaceful people out
there. Or if they aren't kind and
peaceful, at least they're not stupid.

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Dec. 13, the 347th day of 1990. There are 18 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 13, 1577, five ships commanded by Sir Francis Drake
embarked on Drake's famous circumnavigation of the globe, a journey
that took almost three years.
On this date:
In 1642, New Zealand was discovered by Dutch navigator Abel
Tasman.
In 1769, Dartmouth College, in New Hampshire, received its charter..
Ten years ago: In El Salvador, Christian Democrat Jose Napoleon
Duarte was named the president of the country's new government.
Five years ago: Investigators were probing the crash of an Arrow Air
DC-8 charter in Gander, Newfoundland, that had claimed the lives of 248
U.S. servicemen and eight American crew members the day before.
One year ago: South African President F.W. de Klerk met for the first
time with imprisoned African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela,
at de Klerk's office in Cape Town.
Today's Birthdays: Former Secretary of State George P. Shultz is 70.
Actor-comedian Dick Van Dyke is 65. Actor Christopher Plummer is 63.
Singer John Davidson is 49. Singer Ted Nugent is 42.
Thought for Today: "To know how to say what others only know how
to think is what makes men poets or sages: and to dare to say what others
only dare to think makes men martyrs or reformers -- or both." -- Elizabeth Charles, British writer (1828-1896).
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to Burkeen, editor

W.A.T.C.H. receives several donations

Rainey'S
Day

By Rainey Apperson

Following is a Christmas story
written by my mother-in-law, Mary
Kate Apperson of Mayfield, Ky.

W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center for the handicapped) has been the recipient
of several donations from local organizations from the area. Fantastic Sam's held a fundraiser in October
which neted
$387 for the center. The Knights of Columbus donated $2,186.72 from Tootsie Roll Drive this fall.
The
Murray Optimist Club contributed a 10-foot Christmas tree to the center. Pictured, top photo,
from left
are Jerry Smith and Howard Steely from the Optimist Club who presented the tree to Bobby
Farmer and
Richard Payne on behalf of W.A.T.C.H. The Epsilon Tau Chapter of Sigma Chi fraternity
at Murray
State University conducted its annual Haunted House which raised $420 for W.A.T.C.H.
Accepting the
"check" from the fraternity members is Eugene HoWield of W.A.T.C.H. "W.A.T.C.H. depends
on the
community for approximately 45 percent of their operational costs. We are deeply appreciati
ve of these
organizations for their support," commented Peggy Williams, W.A.T.C.H. executise directeor.

Second Christmas
...A Fantasy
It was growing late and she must
hurry. The rainy season had not yet
come in Egypt and she had to
travel a long way to the big river in
order to wash the family clothes.
Now the clothes were clean and
nearly dry.
The afternoon had been hot and
she had been slow for the baby was
just beginning to walk and had to
be watched and cared for. Now she
must try to get home before dark
and she was so tired.
Before starting the trip home she
sat on the bank of the river near a
growth of tall reeds and taking the
little one on her lap she loosened
her robe and nursed him so he
would not be fretful on the long
walk ahead.
As he hugged him to her breast
she thought about the mother of

Baby Moses and how she had
placed him among the reeds on this
selfsame river Nile in order to save
his life, threatened by Pharoh. She
too knew the terror of trying to
save a baby from death, for had not
she and her husband had to flee
their homeland to escape the death
threat from King Herod to their
little boy child.
That seemed so long ago but the
terror still haunted her. Egypt was
a strange country but people had
been kind to them. They had found
a little hut to live in and her husband, being a skillful carpenter,
had found more work than he could
do. The baby had grown into a
beautiful child with dark curls and

Bargains Galore
Just In Time For Christmas

20%60' OFF

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP)- Frank Sinatra came home
to New Jersey to celebrate his 75th
birthday at a sold-out concert
attended by celebrity pals and
19,000 adoring fans.
The Hoboken native performed
Wednesday at Byrne Arena, where
celebrity guests included Tony
Bennett, husband and wife Steve
Lawrence and Eydie Gorme, actor
Roger Moore, Robert Wagner and
his wife, Jill St. John, comedians
Alan King and Joe Piscopo, Eli
Wallach and entertainer Harry
Connick Jr.
BOBBY WOLFF

"Valor is a gift. Those having it nev•Q 7 5 2
er know for sure whether they have
J 10 9 7
it till the test comes. And those hay- WEST
EAST
ing it in one test never know for sure•K J 9 8 6 5
4
6 10
if they will have it when the next qp Q 2
•A J 9 7 4 3
test comes."
•K 6
•A 108 4
- Carl Sandburg. 4 Q 5 3
+42
• At duplicate bridge it doesn't take
too much courage to double South's
rescue attempt at three clubs, since
your pocketbook is not involved.
Finding the best lead is another
matter. What would you lead from
the West collection?
At the table, West led a "safe"
heart queen, and he's still reeling
from the effects of South's crossruff. Dummy covered, as did East,
and South ruffed. The spade ace was
cashed and a spade was ruffed in
dummy. East being unable to overruff. A second heart ruff with
South's eight survived, and South
was home. He continued major-suit
leads from each hand and scored
four trumps in hand, four trumps in
dummy and the ace of spades. Three
clubs doubled was made for a score
of 670 points.
Was West wrong to double? At
rubber bridge the odds are against
the double. At duplicate, the tables
are reversed. Here a one-trick set
(200 points) might well produce a
top score.
Where did West err? In his choice
of opening leads. The bidding
screamed of distribution, announcing that South's main source of
tricks would be through ruffs.
Therefore, West should lead a
trump instead of a heart. The lead is
not as risky as it appears; it removes two of declarer's trump winners at the possible loss of one. In
today's layout, in spite of a void suit
in both hands, a trump lead limits
South to only eight tricks.
NORTH
12-13-A
4- - •K 10 8 6 5

SOUTH
•A Q 7 4 3 2
--•J 9 3
A K 86
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North East
1+
Pass
1 NT
2 IP
2
Dbl.
Pass
Pass
3+
Dbl.
All pass
Opening lead: ?
BID WITH THE ACES
12-13-B

South holds:
•10
II A J 9 7 4 3
•A 10 8 4
+42

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Dec. 12, have been released as
follows:
North South
Newborn admissions
1,
1
Melton baby girl, parents, Carol
9
I NT
and Darrell, Rt. 2, Box 383B,
Calvert
City;
ANSWER: Three hearts. An aggresStevens baby boy, parents, Cathy
sive invitational bid in a try to reach
and John, 310 West Oak St.,
game.
Mayfield;
Send bndge questions to The Aces, PO Box
Selwitz baby boy, parents, Alice
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
John, P.O. Box 262, Calvert
and
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, IMO. United Feature Syndicate
City.
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Christmas
HOLLAND DRUGS

20%-50%

OFF
*Sweatshirts *Baskets
*Frames *Mugs *Pillows
*Pottery *Paper Goods *Stationary

*Christmas Decorations
*Many Other Gift Items
Downtown, Court Square

t
_ l‘VJ
Don't miss the 5
hardest working
guys in show
business LIVE in
concert!
Plan a New
Kids On The Block
party today
4::=0
and order
the coolest CM,
show of the 4:7")
year - you
!nib
can't miss it!

THEATRES

Home Alone
(PG)

7:15
9:15

The Rookie
(R)

7:10
9:

of

Sibling Rivalry
7:15
9.

(PG13)

116=1"

Ghost
(PG13)

705
9:2

Rocky V Predator I

Children's Holiday Wear
Children's Pajamas

1/2 Price

,Bxguisite Form
Bras

50% off
20% Off
_20% Off

*OPEN SUNDAYS TIL CHRISTMAS*

753-1462

(Cont'd on page 6)

(PG13)
varieties • on the square • 753-9569

753-1640

*
-1441--1
U

Dismissals
Miss Stacy Dixon, Rt. 1, Box
146, Kirksey; Michael Collins, Rt.
1, Box 143, Purycar, Tenn.; Mrs.
Katherine Lewis, 413 South Eighth
St., Murray;
Mrs. Kimblerly Rena- Bailey, Rt.
2, Box 354A, Calvert City; Mrs.
Amanda Gansner, Ri 2, Box 3,
Hazel; Mrs. Mary Cross, 1408
Walnut, Benton;
Edward Thomas, Rt. 6, Box 101,
Murray; Mrs. Dola Dick, Rt. 1,
Box 81, Sedalia; Mrs. Mary Fuller,
404 Norman St., Fulton;
Mrs. Thelma Elizabeth Hargrove, Rt. 1, Box 480, Dexter; Mrs.
Bess Gingles, Rt. 1, Box 136, Murray; Jimmy Pritchett, Rt. 1, Box
32, Dexter;

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

OMNI

Ladies'
Dresses

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
Downtown Crt. Sq.

Babies, dismissals listed
To newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Dec.
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Cox baby boy, mother, Suzie,
232 Fairview St., Paris, Tenn.;
Mavis baby boy, mother, Cimarron Morris, P.O. Box 20, New
Concord.
Dismissals
Mrs. Renae S. Monroe, P.O. Box
185, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Gladys
Bebber, 749 Riley Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Cynthia D. Thompson, 422
Harrison Lane, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sally C. Geiger, 198 Maple
Dr., Cadiz; Jerrod A. Henson, Rt.
2, Box 165, Murray; Kenneth M.
Cook, 1712-A Oakhill Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Tina M. Wadkins and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 124, Murray; Miss
Allison Graham, 2202 Quail Creek
Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Mila Taylor, Rt. 4, Box
281, Lake Drive, Benton; Mrs.
Myrtle B. Shoemaker, Rt. 4, Box
740, Murray.

big brown eyes. Already he was
lisping some words in their own
Hebrew tongue.
She placed the damp clothes in
her basket, folded her robe into a
sort of sling and placed the now
sleeping infant in it on her hip.
Taking the basket on one arm and
holding the baby with the other she
started home.
The way was rough and she was
tired so before she came at last to
the little hut near Goshen, the stars
were beginning to shine in the dark
sky. As she looked up into the
heavens she thought, "How different is this night to that one in
Bethel= last year. There is no
bright shining star over our house
tonight. No angels singing, there
are shepherds kneeling in
adoration.
Tonight only she would sing a
lullaby, only she and dear patient
Joseph would be there watching
over and adoring their little child.
But in her heart she knew He was
The Son of God, and in time to
come, people all over the world
would sing about him, worship and
adore him.
As she placed her little son in
his wooden cradle she whispered.
"Happy First Birthday, Little Jesus
Boy."

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

Sinatra celebrates
his 75th birthday
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Brewer and Forrest vows solemnized
Miss Kelly Shawn Brewer and
Howard Thomas Forrest, both of
Murfreesboro, Term., were married
in a recent wedding at First
Unitarian-Universalist Church of
Nashville, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Fran Gebuhr and Clint H. Brewer
of Murfreesboro.
The groom is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas D. Forrest of Murfreesboro. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Cullen Forrest of Murray and
Mrs. Howard Wilkins of
Murfreesboro.
The Rev. Donald Male of Tullahoma Unitarian Church officiated.
Music was by a small choir composed of bride's fellow members
from Middle Tennessee State University Chamber Choir. They were
Jamie Farmer, Claire McClanahan,
James Wells, Mitch Alexander,
Scott Coulter, Jason Morgan and
Kevin Cerezo.
Other music was by Marilyn
Wiltsie, piano; Cynthia Wyatt,
harp; Dennis Solee, flute; Tony
Ward, trumpet; and Dina Foy,
soprano soloist.
The bride wore a bridal gown of
candlelight satin and Schiffli lace.
It was designed wit5h a Queen
Anne neckline on long-waisted
bodice appliqued in pearl and sewuin enhanced Schiffli lace with
key-hole back and pearl swags. Her
Juliette sleeves of satin with
enchanced lace appliques and cutouts on the poufs were accented
with satin bows and cuffs which
ended in points over the hands. Her
full length skirt and semi-cathedral
train were appliqued in Schiffli
lace and hemmed in scallopededged lace..
Her headpiece was a crown of
Schiffli lace, pearls and sequins
with full-wired pouf dotted with
pearls and waist-length veiling of
silk illusion. She carried a full cascade bouquet of cream white roses,
white pixie carnations, stephanotis,
purple statice and baby's breath.
Miss Terri Morris was maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids were Jamie Farmer,
Vanessa Bennett, Penny Fox, and
Anne Forrest, sister of the groom.

Thursday, Dec. 13
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kcnnith Broach,
753-3580.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 tia 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.
"Calloway's Musical Presents"
will be presented by choral groups
of Calloway County High School
and Callo.way County Middle
School at 7 p.m. in CCMS gym.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Thomas Forrest
They wore matching gowns of
purple satin with sweetheart
bodices, basque waists, elbow
sleeves with gathering accents and
full tea-length skirts with back bow
accents.
Each attendant carried an open
nosegay with slight cascade point
of purple alstroemerias, red pixie
carnations, bright yellow roses,
purple statice, baby's breath and
purple, red and yellow ribbons.
Matt Adams was best man.
Groomsmen were Shawn Lillie,
Greg Graham, Kevin Wilkins and

CORN-AUSTIN®
In The Rack Downunder

SUIT
SALE

Coming community events are announced

Over 100 to
Choose From'

$15000

Savings Ot 50% Each Day On Great Looks For The Family

Scott Wilkins, cousins of the
groom, and Kinsey Brewer, brother
of the bride.
They wore tuxedoes with purple
cummerbunds and bowties to
match the bride's attendants.
A reception followed in Gatlinburg Building, Kroger Center,
Brentwood, Tenn.
Marva Hollingsworth and Claire
McClanahan served the guests.
Following a wedding trip to Si
Thomas in the Virgin Islands, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Forrest are residing in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 5)
James Garrison, 303 Oakdale,
Murray; Mrs. Barbara Aiken, Rt. 5,
Box 688, Murray; Mrs. .Gertrude
Overby, P.O. Box 1017, Murray;
Mrs. Anita Perry, 110 Ash St.,
Murray; Mrs. Carolyn Sue Thomas
and baby girl, Box 83, Cadiz;
Miss Stacey Boren and baby
boy, 9240 South Road, Cadiz; Miss
Cimarron Morris and baby boy,
P.O. Box 20, New Concord.

Lasagna supper for the public
will be served from 5 to 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. Tickets at $5 for adults and $150 for
children under 12 will be entitled
to all they can eat of lasagna, salad,
dessert and beverage.

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
Ill will meet from 6 to 8 p.m. in
private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will have a salad
supper at 6 p.m. at home of Denise
Travis.
TNT Grades 1 to 5 of Glendale
Road Church of Christ will meet at
6:30 p.m. to go to Pagliai's.
Brooks Chapel UMW will meet
at 7 p.m. at home of Daytha
Dowdy.
Newcomers' meeting of MurrayCalloway County Camera Club will
be at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.

George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Wear Our Shoe For 15 Days
And If You're Not Satisfied With
The Comfort, Return
For A Full Refund!
This shoe is Town & Country's* tailored
footwear that combines fashion with
biochanical technology. The result is real
comfort you'd never expect from shoes
that look this good.

Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Magazine Club will meet
at 1:30 p.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn, with Millie Graves as
hostess.
Hazel Woman's Club members
will gift wrap from 4 to 7 p.m. at
Wal-Mart in Murray.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Maasons will meet at 6
p.m. at lodge hall. Supper will be
served.
Seventh annual Hospice Christmas tree lighting ceremony honoring hospice patients, their families
and Hospice team members will be
from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Singles Organizational Society
will have a Christmas dance from

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth Si will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will

Friday, Dec. 14
7:30 to 11:30 p.m. in Curtis Center, Murray State University. For,
information call Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Murray State University ROTC
Fall Commissioning Ceremony will
be at 2 p.m. in Room 209 of Stewart Stadium. Admission is free.
New Providence Riding Club
will sponsor an open horse show at
7 p.m. in West Kentucky Livest.aci
Show and Exposition Center.
Admission is $2.
Basketball games between Murray High School and Calloway
County High School Varsity Girls
and Boys teams will be at 6 p.m. in
Racer Arena at Murray State
University.
Senior Adults of First United
Methodist Church will leave at
8:30 a.m. for trip to Opryland
Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Friendship and Hannah Circles
of First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. with
B. Tompkins.

Wedding to be Saturday
Arrangements for the wedding ceremony of Molly Valentine and Wade
Rogers have been completed.
The vows will be exchanged in the sanctuary of First United Methodist
Church on Saturday, Dec. 15, at 1 p.m.
A reception will follow in the social hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations have been sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Gleaners/Friendship Class of
First United Methodist Church will
have a Christmas party at 5:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 14
Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Don't Your Feet
Deserve TLC?

Friday, Dec. 14
be served in hotel lobby.

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Even though you're entering a good
moneymaking period today, there's
still a chance of a quarrel now about a
financial concern. Strive to be
cooperative.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
It's a good time to begin or plan
new starts. You're entering a very
active period; but with loved ones,
don't be the person who calls all the
shots.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll be getting an unfinished
project out of the way in the coming
weeks and today too should be a
good work day. Powers of concentration are tops.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
416
You'll be making plans for a party
and in the weeks ahead you may join
a club or organization. However,
avoid quarreling with a friend tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Extra energy will be devoted to
career interests in the next few
weeks, but today you're advised to be
low key about a matter of business
importance.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You're likely to travel soon and in
the coming months you may decide
to further your education. No sense in
arguing now with someone whose
mind is already made up.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
ZAS
You'll need to be careful on your
use of credit in next week or so and
today money could be a source of
tension between you and a close tie.
Home interests are favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Serious mental work is favored
today. You may be forming an

.46

important new partnership or signing
a contract soon. Keep peace with
close ties tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You have extra incentive to get
ahead in life now and will be working
very hard in the coming months. Try
not to quarrel with a co-worker
today.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Singles will be going out more for
good times in the months ahead. An
old friend is supportive now, but one
acquaintance is argumentative.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be making major changes at
home in the next couple of months. A
behind-the-scenes development is in
your favor regarding your career
today. Tonight could bring a family
upset.
PISCES
OPRIP
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
There's an increase in local travel
the next few months. You'll be
hearing from an old friend from afar
today. Tonight stay clear of those
who quarrel.

tie

YOU ...40RN TODAY are adventurous and quite willing to take a
chance. You need to be careful to
make your genuine talents the foundation of your success and not to rely
on expediency. You may have a
special talent for either acting or
brokerage. Guard, though, against
recklessness and carelessness. Be
sure to finish what you begin, as at
times you make needless changes in
life. Birthdate of: Lee Remick,actress;
Shirley Jackson, writer; and Spike
Jones, bandleader.
Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 900 226 0360
$I a minute
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Markham and Waide vows solemnized at church
Miss Stacy Lynette Markham
and Kent Waide were married
recently in a ceremony at 2:30 p.m.
in the sanctuary of First United
Methodist Church, Madisonville.
The Rev. William Bowling Sr.,
pastor, officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William L. Markham III
of Madisonville. Her grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. William L. Markham II of Waverly and Thomas
French of Morganfield and the late
Mrs. Kathleen French.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Harry D. Waide of Earlington.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Sullivan of Marion, the late
Mrs. Shirley Price Hall of Providence and the late Denver Waide
Sr. of Henderson.
The vows were repeated before
an altar surrounded by four
15-branch candelabra placed in the
shape of a heart bodecked with
greenery. Attached bows of sonja
and white encircled the kneeling
bench. Urns of white carnations,
ferns and leatherlcaf with similar
bows bordered the dias.
Music was by Amy Tolliver,
organist; David R. Thomas of
Atlanta, Ga., and Ben Waide of
Schercrville, Ind., brother of the
groom, soloists; and a quartet composed of Jim Carter of Indianapolis, Ind., David R. 'Thomas, Ben
Waide and the groom.
The bride, escorted by her father,
was given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a formal gown of
white taffeta with a fitted bodice of
hand beaded Alencon lace, seed
pearls and opalescents. The yolk
was fashioned in a lace and beaded
v-shaped neckline. The shirred and
pouffed three-quarter length
sleeves were accented with Alencon lace and pearls. The back was
cut in a deep V, while the full taffeta skirt caught the double taffeta
v-shaped peplum trailing down the
length of the perfectly plain chapel
length train.
Her illusion veil was worn offthe-face and was gathered across
her head in a wide pouf embellished with opalescents, seed pearls
and silk thread etchings. The tiny
flowers were draped on either side
of the face falling past the shoulders to merge with her fingertip
veil.
She carried a bouquet of white
and sonja roses intersperesed with
poufs of tulle and lace with narrow
sonja ribbons of varying lengths

tied in love knots.
Her something old was a diamond bracelet, belonging to the
groom's maternal grandmother,
Margaret Sullivan; something new
was the pearl and crystal earrings;
something burrowed was her
mother's double strand of pearls;
and something blue was her garter
worn by her mother at her
wedding.
Miss Crystal Markham of Madisonville, sister of the bride, was
maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Karen Lutz of Madisonville, Mrs.
Gina Wiser of Evansville, Ind.,
Miss Erin Smith of Pinckneyville,
Ill., and Miss Sandy West of
Calvert City.
The attendants wore identical tea
length dresses of sonya taffeta and
carried cascades of white opened
roses, poufs of illusion tulle and
sonja rosebuds with tiny steamers
of sonja ribbons.
Miss Mary Mae Curb and Miss
Hannah Jo Curb, nieces of the
groom, were flower girls. They
wore dresses like the other attendants and carried small white
baskets decorated in the same color
theme.
Ben Waide, brother of the
groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were David Brown of Indianapolis,
Ind., and James Carter, David R.
Thomas and Lance Waite, alL of
Virginia Beach, Va.
Ushers were David Clark of 'gazebos with 'a cupid featured in
Point Clear, Ala., Brian Morris of each, while the main body formed
Waverly, Wayne Rick of Glendale, a large atrium including a fountain
Ariz., and Doug Toal of Norman, amid the gothic columns and
greenery. Four stairways of white
Okla.
Kenneth Gilbert Brown II, cou- lace, from the top of each gazebo
sin of the groom from Villa Hills,- were -attached to the upper bottom
layher directly over the atrium.
was ring bearer.
Miss Tammy Dickerson of Madi- Small figures of the bridesmaids
and groomsmen 1k ere placed on the
sonville handed out special
stairways leading upward to a larprograms.
ger gazebo. Atop the entire cake
The bride's mother wore a tea
was a replica of the bridal couple.
length dress of faint pink satin with
Mrs. Kay Vormbrock of Louisan overlay of the same color of
ville, aunt of the bride, created the
lace. The mother of the groom
bride's cake as well as the groom's
wore a floor length gold illusion
ensemble. Their corsages were of chocolate cake with chocolate icing
topped with a golf green.
white roses with sonja rosebuds.
Serving were Mrs. Vormbrock,
After the ceremony the guests
Mrs. Lisa Cashcll of Huntington
assembled on the decorated steps
Beach, Calif., Mrs. Lavonna
of church. As the bridal couple
emerged each guest's balloon was French of Maryville, Tenn., Mrs.
released to drift upward as a joyous Wanda Mills of Morganfield, Mrs.
Judy Hone]] of Wrest Covina,
gesture to the couple.
A reception followed at the Calif., Mrs. Beverly Morris and
Mrs. Treasure Hagan of Waverly,
Madisonville Country Club.
Mrs. Maxine Stephenson of UmaThe bride's table was draped in
tilla, Fla., Mrs. Terry Egan of Mt.
greenry with white satin bows and
Vernon. Ind., all aunts of the bride,
featured a 12-layer, seven-sectional
cake. Eight sections were used as and Mrs. Reba Bell and Mrs. Angie

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kat
McGee smiles as her toddler son
plays a pots-and-pans symphony
two feet from her conversation.
"That bothers some people,"
she says, as the youngster clangs a
lid.
Her conversation and her concentration don't falter. It's one of
the benefits of being deaf. It may
be the only benefit.
Mrs. McGee has been fighting to
lead a normal life ever since she
suffered a severe hearing loss at
age 3, the after-effect of
medication.
She wears two hearing aids,
which allow her to hear voices but
she has difficulty distinguishing
words without watching the person
doing the talking.
"I can't hear human voices with
the hearing aid off," she says. "I
can hear bass drums and trains, if
they're nearby."
The condition often leaves her
exhausted after a conversation.

Little things mean a lot
Alexandra Stoddard's suggestions for small improvements in one's life cover
everything from clothes to attitude:
•Wear tinted stockings —
sheer when wearing silk and
more opaque with wool. This
gives a flowing grace to your
appearance.
• Wear brightly colored
wool scarves twisted at the
neck with your winter coat.
II When a jacket lining
wears out, have it relined in a
vibrant purple or red.
• When you group your
collections, stage them well.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Niter of Danville, Va., are the parents of a
daughter, Heather Louise, weighing 11 pounds four ounces, born on
Saturday, Dec. 1, at Danville Memorial Hospital, Danville. The mother is
the former Ann Tutt. They have one son, William Robert, 3, and another
daughter, Mary Ann, 16 months. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Odell Tutt, 1720 North Fourth St., Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Niter, Rt. 4, Benton. A maternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Jesse Barnett
of Murray.

Weston Alexander Hosford born
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hosford of 462 Carson Way, Paducah, are the
parents of a son, Weston Alexander. weighing eight pounds 12 ounces,
measuring 21 inches. born on Friday. Nov. 30, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The mother, the former Patti Miller, is on leave as speech
therapist for Paducah City Schools and Novacare Inc. The father is with
Collier, Inc. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hosford of Murray, and
the late Joe Rob and Patsy Lawrence Miller. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Trudy Miller of Murray.

Cody James Alexander born
Mr. and Mrs. David Alexander of Paris, Tenn.. are the parents of a son,
Cody James, weighing eight pounds one ounce, born on Monday, Nov.
19, at Henry County Medical Center, Pans. The mother is the former
Brenda Randolph. Grandparents are Mrs. Ruth Alexander and the late J.C.
Alexander of Puryear, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Roger Randolph of
Mayfield.

Lasagna supper will be tonight

Mr. and Mrs. Kent Waide

Attending a meeting can be a study
in frustration. Problems that would
be minor for a hearing person are
magnified
through
miscommunication.
"It's easy to withdra4i," she
says. "People who are hard of
hearing don't even realize, sometimes that they are staying away
from things, staying away from
people."
Mrs. McGee used to stay away
from people. Now, she's confronting them, drawing them in and
teaching them as the coordinator of
SHHH — Self Help for Hard of
Hearing.
It's a support group for people
with hearing losses and their families and friends.
What she teaches is survival. Her
message is simple: Learn as much
as you can. Use as much as you
can.
She is learning sign language
because it gives her another level
of communication besides lip read-

Put all your eggs in one basket.
8I Put a bright silk tassel on
a key to an armoire or a table
drawer to add romance and
color.
•Set up your desk near a
window so you can look outside and daydream.
II Read several books during the same period. One book
will feed the next.
SI There is a thrill to adventure, and your style depends
on a daring spirit. Live by the
motto, "Nothing ventured,
nothing gained."

Cotf.-0,44.4...zeAt 1?etent You
OUR PRICES-----UNBEATABLE
OUR SERVICES-----UNBELIEVABLE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

ing and hearing aids.
She has a file of information on
the newest listening devices —
doorbells and phone alerts that use
light signals; telephone communication devices that allow her to
communicate by phone via typed
messages; decoders for caption services on television; sound systems
that can be installed in auditoriums
and homes that can help a hearingimpaired person eliminate background noise by flipping a special
switch on his hearing aid.
But all the technology in the.
world won't help a person who
doesn't know about it or won't use
it, she says.
When she took over the support
group last February, she decided to
reorganize and re-energize. She
developed a newsletter and instituted a S5 per year membership fee
to help pay for programs.
She has pulled in experts to
speak on everything from selfesteem to new surgical procedures
that can restore hearing.
Recently she has planned a meeting showcasing technology
designed to make life easer for
people with hearing losses. There,
participants would get a firsthand
look and listen at the light alerts,
telephone communication equipment and specialized sound
systems.

DATEBOOK
Heather Louise Hiter born

iii

Mother continues fight to lead normal life

Flener of Madisonville.
Following a southern wedding
trip to Alabama and the Gulf
Coast, the couple is now residing
in Murray where both are employed by Murray State University.
The bride is a 1986 graduate of
Madisonville-North Hopkins High
School and a 1990 graduate of
Murray State University with a
degree in business administration.
The groom, a 1982 graduate of
Madisonville-North Hopkins High
School, attended West Arkansas
Community College, Fort Smith,
Ark., and Murray State University
before graduating Summa Cum
Laude from Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, Okla., in 1987. His
degree was in business
management
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at Madisonville Country Club. This was
also a reunion dinner for the first
Oral Roberts University NCAA
Swim Team. All but one of the
original swim team and their coach
were present for the dinner and the
wedding.
4111.111nnlilialai
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A lasagna supper will be held at Si. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main St., tonight (Thursday) from 5 to 7 . p.m. Tickets may be
bought from church members at S5 for adults and S2.50 for children
under 12, and will be available at the door. Ticketholders will be served
all they can eat of lasagna, salad, dessert and beverages. The supper is a
fundraiser for St. John's new building.

Ashley Annice Houk born
Mr. and Mrs. Bryon Houk of Rt. 1, Kirksey, are the parents of a
daughter, Ashley Annice, weighing six pounds nine ounces, measuring
191/2 inches -born on Friday, Nov. 30, at 7:39 am. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have one son, Dustin, 8. The mother is the former
Bonnie Johnson. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hughes of
McKenzie, Tenn., and Charles JOhnson of Springfield, Ill. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Lee Holder of Symsonia and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Houk of Kona. A maternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Annie Johnson of
Murray. Paternal great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. GdNiS Lee of
Benton.

(Cont'd on page 8)

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

Open On Sundays
1-5 p.m. until Christmas
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Lamps
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•Menu Display
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Porcelain
Candle Sticks
Silks
Picture Frames

Crystal
Sculpture

ft

coOt sA.
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44

The quality goes in before the name goes on'

Thurman's

For Chriqmas

Tucker T.V.
753-2Q00
M-F 8-5; S 8-12
1Q14 Coldwater Rd., Marra)

FURNITURE
208 Main

Murray, Ky.

753-4834
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WKAS now located in center

Lighting contest being held

West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., is now located in the Weaks
Community Center at Seventh and Poplar Streets. The office will be
closed Dec. 21 to 25 for the Christmas holidays. Kim Crowden, social
worker with WKAS, said help is available with heating bills through the
Crisis Program. To be eligible for assistance, a person must have a cutoff
notice. The office is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

National Guard to collect food
The

Murray Unit of Kentucky National Guard will conduct another
canvassing for food for Need Line on Monday, Dec. 17, in Murray and
Calloway County. Volunteers are needed for this special project and especially to drive the nights of the food canvassing. Volunteers are asked to
be at the National Guard Armory on Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road, by 6:30 p.m. to start the canvassing from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. For
more information call the Armory at 753-4042.

Nursing Society plans meeting
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet Monday, Dec. 17,
at 6 p.m. at The Pines Restaurant, Paducah. For more inforamtion call
1-442-1310.

Jordan Andrew Kim born
Mr. and Mrs. Hong Kim of Downey. Calif., are the parents of a son,
Jordan Andrew, weighing six pounds 131/2 ounces, born on Tuesday,
Nov. 20, at Community Hospital there. The mother is the former Lisa
Hale. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Hale of Kirksey and Mr.
and Mrs. H.Y. Kim of Seoul, South Korea. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Bazzell of Coldwater and Mrs. Virginia Hale and the late
Coy Hale of Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Lexell Camp of Kirksey and Rocco Verive of Dexter from
Lourdes; Charles Lamb and Mark Paschall of Murray, Charles Reed of
Hardin and Betty Windsor of Farmington from Western Baptist.

11

Julie's Family
Restaurant 11)
(Formerly

Jerry's Restaurant') '
4

PF

Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
S. 12th St.

753-5101

As in the past few years, the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will judge and announce winners of the Christmas Outdoor Lighting Contest. Judging started the night of Monday, Dec. 10, and
will end with the night of Tuesday, Dec. 18. After the judging, the committee will decide the winners and have their displays photographed.
Judging will be limited to the Murray city limits. To avoid missing a good
contender, the committee will appreciate a telephone call recommending
the caller's display or that of someone else. Members of the committee
are Blanche Allbritten, 753-5426, Gloria McLaughlin, 753-5338, Louise
Baker, 753-2409, and the department chairperson, Mary Hopson,
759-1205.

Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations

Tiffany Lea Kendall born
Mr. and Mrs. Roy William Kendall of New Concord are the parents of
a daughter, Tiffany Lea, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Thursday, Dec. 6, at 8:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Deborah Billington. Grandparents
are Thomas and Roxie Billington, New Concord, Karen and Jim Schorb,
Morlockway, Calif., and Frank and Linda Kendall, Murray.

YMCA selling poinsettias
The Murray Family YMCA is having a Christmas Poinsettia Sale. A
portion of the sales will be used as a scholarship fund that enables children and adults with lower income to participate in YMCA activities. The
plants sell for 510 each and can be bought from any YMCA board member. Persons may call the Murray Family YMCA at 759-YMCA for more
information. The Murray Family YMCA is a United Way Agency.

Boy sets world record
LONDON (AP)
An 11-yearold boy suffering from a rare brain
tumor opened an exhibit on Wednesday of some of the 33 million
cards he received to clinch the
world record for most get-well
cards.
Craig Shergold, who was diagnosed with brain cancer two years
ago, smiled broadly for photographers at the Guinness World of
Records exhibition in central

Just In Time For Christmas!
Come see our new large
shipment of gift items.
753-7222

Singles' dance to be Friday

Kenlake State Park Hotel has special events planned for Sunday, Dec.
16. Santa's House featuring Christmas ceramics, crafts, Christmas cookie
decoration, visit and gift from Santa will be from 1 to 5 p.m. Each child is
encourged to bring one can of food for Need Line. Christmas carols will
be sung at 2 p.m. Hot coffee and cider will be available, compliments of
Kenlake. As persons leave the hotel, they will enjoy the lighted Christmas
scenes throughout the park. For more information call 474-2211.

goolunaEh

Downtown, Court Square

Cassette Tapes
Stocking Stuffers
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
Cards & Gifts

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun.

1-5

London.
"I want to wish happy Christmas
to everyone who sent me a card,"
Craig said.
Of all the cards sent to his south
London home, his favorite came
from singer Michael Jackson, Craig
said.
Craig is listed in the 1991 Guinness Book of Records as having
received 16,250,692 cards as of
May 1990. Since then the figure
has doubled, said Craig's mother,
Marion Shergold.
Norris McWhirter, founder of
the Guinness Book of Records, said
33 million cards would make 10
stacks each as high as the world's
tallest mountain. Mount Everest is
listed at 29,028 feet above sea
level.
Mrs. Shergold asked that no
more cards be sent to Craig, who is
expected to travel to the United
States !text month for a rare
operation.

SMUTS 41#
Holiday Sale
Entire Stock Fall & Winter

Selection of Winter and Holiday

Robes &
Loungewear

Dresses
3990 to

1 299°

20% to 30%

Reg 6rto 198'

off

Reg. 32'to 70'

Buy One

Entire Stock

Turtleneck

Lucia, Joyce, Koret

Get One Free

1/4 to 113 off

Reg 13' to 19'
°

Reg. 28' to 106'
Entire Stock

Suits

Coats
20% to 30%

1/3 to 1/2 0
Reg 86" to 19Cr

Reg

'The seventh annual Hospice Christmas tree lighting ceremony honoring
Hospice patients, their families and Hospice team members will be Friday, Dec. 14, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Sponsored by the
hospital's Hospice Advisory Council, the ceremony will be from 12 noon
to 12:30 p.m. in the hospital's education unit on third floor. The public is
invited as well as family members and friends of former Hospice patients.
The Hospice program is dedicated to improving the quality of life for the
terminally ill and their families. MCCH's Hospice program has served
168 patients and families since its beginning in 1981. For more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice director, at 762-1389.

Kenlake plans special events

t
Books

Hospice ceremony on Friday

Leslie Fay
Wool Haberdashery

off

The Singles Organizational Society will have a Christmas dance at Curris Center, Murray State University, on Friday, Dec. 14, from 7:30 to
11:30 p.m. Mark Soloman will be the D.J. Each one should bring a snack
to share. All singles are invited to attend. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret,
1-247-2249.

Hazel plans two projects
Hazel Woman's Club has received its third shipment of cookbook,
"Seasoned with Love," just in time for Christmas. The books are $6 each
and may be purchased from any member of the club, at Merle Norman
Cosmetics, Bank of Murray or Dees Bank of Hazel. Also the club will
conduct its annual gift wrapping fundraiser at Wal-Mart in Murray with
funds going toward the club's annual scholarship to Murray State University to a senior from Calloway County High School. Gift wrapping will be
Fridays, Dec. 14 and 21, from 4 to 7 p.m.; Saturdays, Dec. 15 and 22,
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., I to 4 p.m., and 4 to 7 p.m.; and on Sunday, Dec.
16, from 2 to 6 p.m.

Camera Club meeting tonight
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will have its Newcomers' meeting tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

Transit Authority lists rates
Sue Morris, manager of Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
has
released information concerning rates and zone information. The
fees are
as follows: Zone 1, inside city limits, $2 fare; Zone 2, $4; Zone 3,
$6;
Zone 4, $8. Extra stops will be 25 cents. With advanced ticket
sales of a
minimum of five it will be 20 percent off. For monthly/daily work
pass
and from work it will be 25 percent off. For more information to
call
753-9725.

Donations are requested
WASHINGTON (AP) — Mailboxes are filled with sometimes
tear-jerking requests for money
during this season, and some care
is needed M deciding on charitable
gifts.
Battling disease and protecting
the environment, feeding children
overseas and the homeless in
America are among the many
causes turning to the mail, airwaves and other media to make
their pitches.
The National Council of Better
Business Bureaus, while normally
thought of in connection with protecting -consumers, also tries to ride
herd on the thousands of charities
across the nation.
The council periodically
publishes a list showing those charities that generate the most inquiries to the grotip. It shows which do
and do not meet 22 voluntary standards set by the Better Business
Bureaus.
The council's general guidelines
for folks considering giving to
charities at any time of the year
include:
—If unfamiliar with the organization, ask for written information
about its programs and finances.
—Don't succumb to pressure to

LONDON (AP) — Queen Elizabeth II entertained more than 800
guests at a glittering ball in Buckingham Palace honoring four royal
birthdays, including her mother's
90th.
Guests at the Wednesday event
the palace called "the dance of the
decades" included friends of the
royal family from the arts, politics
and high society.
The ball marked the 90th birthday of the Queen Mother on Aug.

—

Reg. 51'to 92'
Skirts. Pants, Blazers

long S short wool .1 wool blends solds tweeds & plards

—Ask if the donation is deductible for federal income tax purposes
and keep a record for use at tax
time.
—Check out charities with the
local Better Business Bureau or
state charity registration office,
usually a part of the state attorney
general's office.
Copies of the pamphlet "Give:
But Give Wisely" may be obtained
for $2 and a stamped, selfaddressed envelope, from the Philanthropic Advisory Service, Council of Better Business Bureaus,
Dept. 023, Washington, D.C.,
20042-0023.

Queen holds royal ball

25% Off

13cr to 280'

give money on the spoi A charity
that can use the money today will
welcome it just as much tomorrow.
—Watch out for appeals that
bring tears to the eyes but tell little
or nothing about how the donation
will be used. Appeals for money
should clearly identify program
activities.
—Don't give cash. Make a check
or money order out to the charity,
not to an individual.
—If candy, calendars or other
goods are being sold to benefit
charity, ask how much of the
money actually goes to the charity.

gl

el

4, the 60th birthday of the queen's
sister Princess Margaret on Aug.
21, the 40th birthday of the queen's
daughter Princess Anne on Aug.
15, and the 30th birthday of the
queen's second son, Prince
Andrew, on Feb. 19.
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The palace picture gallery with
its valuable collection of Old Master paintings was transformed into
a ballroom to accommodate the
guests.
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Black, Green, Grey, Purple, Cranberry

Jr & Missy

Entire Stock

Boots &

Leather & Suede

Sweaters

Cotton Shirts

Shoes

Coats

Pre-Christmas

1/4 to 1/2o 1/3t0 1/20 1/4 to 1/3ott 20% to 40% off
Colorful wools, wool blends
and cottons pnced $50 or less

Liz Claiborne, Perry Ellis
& Marco Mane

Fall and Winter Merchandise

50%-607 Off
Holiday Merchandise 20% Off

Reg 34" to 69'

Reg. 24' to 34'

Fashion

Sleepwear

Jewelry

Rpg 16(r to 400'

Selected Styles
Dressy & Casual
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OZ Spray

Handbags
20% off
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Christmas with the Guard

See a neurologist about mononeuritis
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
been diagnosed as having mononeuritis affecting his left leg. Treatment
involves exercise, walking and time.
Do you agree?
DEAR READER: Mononeuritis
means that a single nerve in your husband's leg is not functioning properly.
Although in unusual instances this can
be caused by a virus infection (which
will eventually heal with exercise and
patience), mononeuritis has other
_causes that should be more aggressively addressed. For example, a
neurinoma (a growth on nerves) will
lead to malfunction (pain and weakness), as will a nerve that is pinched
by a herniated disc in the back.
To diagnose these conditions, physicians usually use either a CT scan
(computed tomography, a type of special X-ray) or MRI (magnetic resonance imaging, a type of non-X-ray
picture using powerful magnets). One
further test, which should be undertaken only after a neurological exam,
is electromyography, an electrical
test that identifies which specific
nerve is malfunctioning.
Judging from your question, the
cause of your husband's symptoms
has not been discovered, only named.
Therefore, I suggest that he be examined by a neurologist, a specialist in
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Leonard O'Hara named PCC president

Santa Claus joins with children for a picture at the Kentucky National Guard 614th Military Police Company's annual Christmas Party held Dec. 1 at the armory.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1990

nerve disorders, who will attempt to
find the cause of the mononeuritis —
and recommend appropriate therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been told
from CT scan results that I have duodenal diverticulum. My stomach acid
goes wild, my entire body seems to
burn and medication is not always
fast acting. To complicate the issue,
my arthritis of the spine seems to
flare up during these episodes. Do you
agree with my doctor's live with it
since it's not life-threatening"
theory?
DEAR READER: I always look
askance at doctors who retreat behind
this theory because the patient may
have a treatable condition that the
physician has missed. Therefore,
when I'm in a similar situation and
experience frustration at being unable to help a patient, I usually refer
to a specialist. In your case, I believe
this approach is appropriate.
A duodenal diverticulum is a saccular protrusion — sometimes a large
protrusion — from the wall of the upper small intestine. It can cause
symptoms — such as heartburn,
bloating and chest pain — that mimic
peptic ulcer. If antacids don't help, I
ordinarily use medicine, such as Tagarnet or Zantac, that reduces the
production of gastric acid and thereby
relieves symptoms. Ask your doctor
about this.

If he or she is unable or unwilling to
try different preparations, ask for a
referral to a gastroenterologist. You
can be helped, but it may take some
experimentation with medication to
find the right combination. On occasion, if the diverticulum is very large,
surgery may be necessary to remove
it. The specialist can advise you.
Incidentally, back pain(resembling
that of arthritis) may be caused by the
diverticulum. Therefore, therapy for
your intestinal affliction may provide
added and unexpected benefits.
- To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help I — Physical Illness."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their names
and addresses to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
01990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Leonard F. O'Hara of Daytona
Beach, Florida, was named president of Paducah Community College Tuesday by the University of
Kentucky Board of Trustees.
O'Hara, chief administrative
officer or four campuses of Daytona Beach Community College, succeeds. Donald Clemens, who is
leaving Paducah Community College after 22 years of service.
"We are extremely pleased that a
man of O'Hara's qualifications and
experience will lead Paducah Community College into the 21st century," said Ben Carr, acting
chancellor of the UK Community
College System.
O'Hara, 49, is a community college product, having graduated
from Los Angeles City (Community) College with an associate
degree in liberal arts.
O'Hara has a bachelor's degree
in biology from Wake Forest University, a master's degree in biology from the University of North
Carolina and a doctorate in higher
education from the University of
California at Los Angeles.
In addition to his five-year
experience at Daytona Beach, he
has served in administrative positions at Wytheville Community
College in Wytheville, Virginia
(1980-1985), and Northhampton
County Area Community College
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
(1977-1980).
O'Hara was a speaker at the
April 1990 National Convention of
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the
March 1990 National Conference
on Successful College Administration, and the Feb-ruary 1990
National Conference of Academic
Chairpersons.
His topic dealt with faculty professional self-esteem, as it applies
to a study of successful colleges in
the Miami-Dade Community College Teaching-Learning Project.
Dr. O'Hara has currently been
Vice President and Provost of Daytona Beach Community College in
Daytona Beach Florida. As Chief
Administrative Officer for four
expanding campuses, he supervises
campus directors, academic deans,
and support personnel as well as
oversees all campus functions.
He is active in Rotary Club
International, serves on the Boards

of Directors for Deland Chamber
of Commerce, Association for
Retarded Citizens, and the Florida

Endangered Wildlife, as well as
many other Daytona community
organizations.

CORN-AUSTIN
In The Rack Downunder

SUIT
SALE

Over 100 to
Choose From!

Savings 01 50',0 Each Day On Great Looks For The Family

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save"

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489

WE'LL WRAP IT • • •
WE'LL SEND IT
If you wish - any gift* purchased at The Party
Mart will be properly packed and delivered in exc-ellent condition anywhere in the U.S. to the
street address you furnish
only the U.P.S
charges will be added to your purchase

paducah's most interesting store
Hannan Plaza
509 Lone Oak Rd
442-0011

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
ANY PURCHASE

Bush honors Sammons for Child Seekers work
President Bush recently named
Thomas Ross Sammons of Las
Vegeas, Nevada, as the 304th "Daily Point of Light."
Sammons, a 70-year-old retired
U.S. Air Force officer, has devoted
every weekend of the last three
years to assisting Nevada Child
Seekers, a non-profit organization
which finds and assists missing and
exploited children.
Having lost contact with his
grandson, Sammons understands
the agony a family experiences

when a child is missing.
Each weekend, from Friday
evening to Monday morning, he
carries a beeper to answer calls to
the Child Seekers 24 hour hotline.
He talks to and counsels those
who fear they have lost a child,
who feel they may have located a
child and runaways who call in
desperation and anguish.
He immediately contatit the
police, the staff of Nevada Child
Seekers and other necessary professionals. Sammons spends between

Visitors to Mammoth Cave
record number this year
MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky. (AP)
— People have visited Mammoth
Cave National Park in record numbers this year, according to park
officials.
Through November, 2,015,021
people had visited the park. The
previous high was in 1977, when
the park attracted 1,979,341

people.
Park officials say 113,547 people
visited the park in November,
which is a 13.6 percent increase
from November 1989.
The number of tourists who used
the camping and river facilities had
the biggest jump, 27 percent and
43 percent, respectively.
Thooriginal Disc Furnace
was the first of the fan*
of'Wools Safe-TFurnaces to be certified
and sold in NI/5rth America

Exceptionally safe,
DUAL CONTROL WWI 15(1r)

plebes cesc %pence

Pelonis Safe-T-Furnoces
operate below the
combustion point of even
tissue Paper Providing
instant heat and generat
:
ing up to 0 maximum of
5200 IITIf's(1500W). the
Pelonts Safe-1-Furnace
Model 1500W con heat
even the largest room in
most average size homes
Pelon.s offers trust

Thermostatic Comfort
Control of 50 to 80'
Fahrenheit In most areas
9f the country, cost of

maintaining a room at
70° can be under 21 per
24 hours.

NOW ON SALE $8995

60 and 70 hours a week helping
with this effort.
The President salutes Thomas
Sammons as the 304th "Daily Point
of Light." Daily Point of Light recognition is intended to call every
individual, group and organization
in America to claim society's problems as their own by taking direct
and consequential action; to identify, enlarge and multiply successful initiatives, like the efforts of
Sammons; and to discover, encourage and develop new leaders in

community service, reflecting the
President's conviction that, "from
now on in America, any definition
of a successful life must now
include serving others."
Sammons is the son of the late
Thomas and Lois Sammons of
Murray. His brothers, Gene Paul
Sammons and John Irby Sammons,
both own businesses in- Murray.
His sister, Hazel S. Crenshaw,
resides in Hazel. Sammons' wife.
Ann Staples, also grew up in Calloway County.

swis Murray, Ky.

Introducing
the Predator 60
all-season
radial
SAVE $32 to$52

YEAR END SALE
BRAND NEW
91 CHEROKEE SPORT
4.0 Liter 190 H.P.
5-Speed O.D.
Air Cond.
Rear Wiper/Washer
Tilt Wheel
Roof Rack
10 Hole Aluminum Wheels
225/75R 15 Owl
Lots More

0 60,000-mile tread wearout
warranty...our longest
for any whitewall
0 Steel belted for strength
Items are readily ayailabie as

Stuetwbg ocluded to store

BRAND NEW
CHRYSLER LEBARON PREMIUM

Tire
size
P155/80R13
P165/80R13
P175/430R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R 1 5

2 or
Each more, ea.
$4199 $3399
53 91
41 99
60 75
48 99
64 20
54 99
57 99
68 78
70 36
5e99
72 88
59 99
74 91
61 99
75 61
62 99
76 99
6329

Th. DIEHARD
.
PRICED LOWER THAN EVER BEFORE!
Delivers up to 650 cold-cranking
amps and 125 minutes
of reserve capacity

3.0 V-6
Automatic/0.D.
Power windows/Locks
Power Seats
TIIVCruise
Digital Dash
2 Tone Paint
Infinity Sound System
More
List $18,333

60-MONTH WARRANTY
Lao:
$4999
Shippfno trade-in Included

MARS
45-month battery
REUABLE POWER AT
A GREAT LOW PRICE!
Delivers 350 cokt-cranking amps

• Tay lc Prot Fee

45-MONTH WARRANTY

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

753-2571

or 753-4110

SUMS
Bel-Air Center
Murray

TIRE &

AUTO
CENTER

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
753-2310
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SPORTS
Nelson Ratings
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The last time we saw O.J.
Simpson, moviestar, he was bandaged head-to-foot, bouncing
down the stairs at Dodger Stadium in a wheelchair, about to
hit a concrete bulkhead and
launch himself into a forward
11/
1 2 somersault. He's the only
man to perform this dangerous
maneuver on film.
"They abuse me a little more
in this one," Simpson said during a break in filming of the
sequel to the cop spoof "Naked
Gun." "You name it, and it
happens to me."
This movie, Simpson says, is
so ambitious they're going to
call it "Naked Gun 21/4 ."
Simpson is splitting duty this
week between Hollywood and
New York, where he works for
NBC Sports as a contributing
analyst on "NFL Live." Those
bloodshot eyes aren't from a
hangover, they're from taking
the red-eye back and forth so
many times.
"Half the time, I don't even
know where I am," Simpson
said.
Simpson was supposed to
have interviewed New York
Giants coach Bill Parcells earlier
this week for an "NFL Live"
segment previewing the Buffalo
Bills' game at Giants Stadium
on Saturday. But Parcells has
been in and out of the hospital
for treatment of kidney stones
this week.
"I'll have to take the red-eye
back to New York one more
time Thursday night," Simpson
said. "We're hoping we can get
to him Friday, work all night,
and then I'll fly back to L.A."
Simpson, the 1968 Heisman
Trophy winner out of Southern
Cal, played nine seasons with
Buffalo and the final two of his
career in San Francisco. Last
year, he had a jacket made up
that's half Bills and half 49ers.
In 1973 with the Bills, Simpson became the first running
back to break the 2,000-yard
barrier in a season, rushing for
2,003. He's still sixth on the
NFL all-time rushing list.
Most of Simpson's years in
Buffalo were spent on poor-tomediocre teams, and the only
person left with the organization
when he was there is the
trainer.
"But I'd like to see them go
to the Super Bowl, just for the
fans," Simpson said.
Last year, Simpson said he
expected the 49ers to go to the
Super Bowl, and he hoped the
Bills would. But Buffalo was
beset by bickering. Quarterback
Jim Kelly criticized his offensive line, running back Thurman
Thomas criticized Kelly on a
cable TV show, and the Bills
struggled.
"This year I expect Buffalo
to go to the Super Bowl,"
Simpson said. "All of a sudden
this team seems to be on one
page. Guys like Bruce Smith
and Kelly — instead of stars,
now they're leaders. And that's
made the biggest difference on
this team."
• • •
OUT TAKES: Let the buyer
beware. That's the theme of a
special ESPN SportsCenter
entitled "Outside the Lines: The
Autograph Game," to be aired
tonight. The one-hour show,
hosted by Bob Ley, examines
the $4 billion a year sports
memorabilia business.
One autograph expert estimates that about 40 percent of
all the athletes' signatures he
sees are fraudulent. How can
you be sure? You can't, unless
you get the autograph yourself.
The best bets, an autograph
hound says. are bank checks.
"You know they signed those,"
he said. ...
ABC Sports will air a onehour special on Sunday entitled
"Athletes and Addiction: It's
not a Game." The program will
include interviews and profiles
of such athletes as Dexter Manley, Steve Howe, Tai Babilonia
and Chuck Muncie.
"By 1983, I had walked out
on my wife, my newborn
daughter and my teammates for
a line of cocaine," Howe says.
The special also will go
behind the scenes at the Beuy
Ford Center in Rancho Mirage,
Calif., to show how recovery
works.
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Grabbing his chance
John Jackson makes the most of limited opportunity
souri, noticed Jackson's ability. Pugh passed the name
on to Tom Ashman, coach at John A. Logan College,
a junior college in Carterville about five miles from
John Jackson wasn't a highly-regarded recruit comthe SIU campus.
ing out of high school, even though he graduated from
"Ray came into my office one day in August, and
a school rich in basketball tradition.
said 'There's a guy who plays in the Rec Center who
Jackson picked Wilberforce College in Ohio, not for
has a lot of skill and could really help you,— Ashman
basketball (the school doesn't even have a team), but
said. "So Ray set it up, and the next day I went over
for academic reasons, as the Chicago, Ill, native was a
about 2:30 in the afternoon and met John and watched
National Honor Soceity Member at Martin Luther
him play. He had a nice basketball-type athletic body
King Jr. High.
and rebounding was his strong suit.
Jackson never even played high school basketball,
'
"It was at the end of August and school was getting
and, until a year ago, had never participated in any
ready to start and I had one scholarship left. I asked
organized basketball.
John if he would want it, and he said, 'All I've ever
wanted was a chance to play college basketball.—
But his transformation from an ordinary college stuTaking Jackson was a risk for Ashman, but it turned
dent working his way through school to his developout better than he or Jackson could have ever dreamed
ment as the "sixth" man on the Murray State basketof.
ball team this season comes full circle tomorrow night
"We took a chance on John, and I thought he could
at 11 p.m. in Carbondale, 111. when he takes the floor
help us," Ashman said. "But I never thought he would
against Southern Illinois, where he was a student two
be player of the year in our conference and set a
years — and a lifetime — ago.
school rebounding record and lead us to a 29-5
Despite his 6-8 size and his experience playing
basketball on the streets of Chicago, Jackson never got record."
Jackson dominated the Great Rivers Athletic Conthe opportunity to play organized basketball. As a
high school student, he looked at the King roster, ference on the defensive end. He led the team in steals
which included players like Marcus Liberty, and knew (86) and rejected 102 shots while pulling down 12
that he wasn't going to be a part of the nationally- rebounds a game and tossing in 12 points a contest.
"It was kind of rough for me at the start," Jackson
ranked King team.
"They had a lot of 6-11 guys who weighed 250 said. "But coach told me to play hard and good things
would come and that's what I did, and that's what
pounds, and I was just a skinny guy," Jackson said. "I
knew there wasn't any chance for me making that happened."
Jackson also continued to work hard off the court as
team."
well.
After a year at Wilberforce, his mother died, and
"John is a better-than-average student," Ashman
Jackson left Wilberforce to be closer to home. His sis- said. "He graduated in the top 50 at King and he was a
ter had attended SIU, so Jackson, with the help of a great addition to our basketball team not only athletiPell Grant and a work-study program, enrolled at the cally, but academically."
Carbondale school.
Not being a highly-regarded recruit didn't put any
"It was rough, with my mother dying, and going
pressure on Jackson last year, and hasn't so far this
from Wilberforce, which was a small college, to a season as a Racer.
large university like Sill," Jackson said. "It was a big
"He hasn't been spoiled by the recruiting process,"
change for me."
Ashman said. "He knows what hard work is and he
He played a lot of basketball growing up in Chica- knows what it takes to get ahead. He was a great
go, and when he moved on to SIU, the action at the example to a lot of our guys. John was very hungry
SIU Rec Center drew his attention and he began play- and very determined to succeed."
ing more. Opponents talked about his talent and his
MSU assistant coach James Holland, the recruiting
ability, and a dream to play Division I basketball coordinator for the Racers, knows what Ashman is
began to become part of his life.
talking about.
"I heard people say 'Tree (Jackson's nickname)
"Sometimes you bring a kid in with a lot of expecought to be playing ball somewhere," he said. "I
tations and it is hard for him to live up to those," Holalways felt I had the ability to play; I had just never
land said. "John's come in here and he's been able to
been given the opportunity."
come out and get better every day and do some things
The opportunity came in the summer of 1989, when
to really help us."
Ray Pugh, one of the regulars at the Rec Center and a
When the calls and letters from recruiters started
former Division H All-American at Southeast Mis- (Cont'd on page II)
By DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Times &sat Sports Editor

MSU first-year senior John Jackson makes a baseline move during
the Racers' game at Memphis State last Tuesday night.

Cardinals bounce back in rout of DePaul
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville had a few surprises for
DePaul.
After losing its opener 72-52 to
Indiana in the Big Four Classic on
Dec.1, Louisville also was seeking
some redemption in its second
game of the season before 19,008
fans in Freedom Hall.
With its pressure defense forcing
DePaul into 24 floor mistakes and
only 38.7 percent shooting from
the field, Louisville coasted to a
94-75 victory Wednesday night.
'We played real good defense
and got a hand in their faces and
pushed their offense out on the
floor,' said Louisville forward
Everick Sullivan, who finished
with 15 points and nine rebounds.
"We knew we were capable,"
he added. "We didn't surprise
ourselves, but I think we surprised
the coaching staff. I don't think
they thought our press would be as
good as it was."
In other Wednesday games
involving ranked teams, it was: No.
3 Syracuse 92, Canisius 83; No. 5
Georgetown 75, St Leo 45; No. 8
Ohio State 90, Wright State 60;
No. 16 Connecticut in a nearshutout (see related story) over
New Hampshire, 85-32, and No. 17
South Carolina 93, Furman 52.
A 17-2 run at the start of the
second half, keyed by LaBradford
Smith's seven points, gave Louis-

ville its winning margin.
Smith completed a three-point
play 11 seconds into the second
half to give Louisville a 39-32 lead
and finished the spurt with two free

throws at 15:49 and a driving layup
28 seconds later for a 53-34
advantage.
"I thought DePaul might have
come in a little unprepared," said

Coach's worst fear nearly
comes true in 85-32 rout
STORRS, Conn. (AP) — New Hampshire coach Jim Boylan said
every basketball coach's worst fear is that his team not score.
"We almost accomplished that tonight," Boylan said after No. 16
Connecticut beat the Wildcats 85-32 Wednesday night.
The Wildcats (0-7) were held scoreless for 11:48 to start the game as
the Huskies ran off 32 consecutive points. The Huskies (5-1) also had
a 21-0 run early in the second half as New Hampshire didn't score for
another 8:15.
"I wanted to leave twice, but they wouldn't let me," Boylan said.
"It is difficult. I'm sure everyone can imagine being in a position like
that. But until you're actually in it, it's hard to imagine."
New Hampshire hit 10 of 65 shots from the field, or 15 percent. The
Wildcats had 31 turnovers as the Huskies had 22 steals. The 32 points
was the lowest for a UConn opponent since the Huskies beat Rhode
Island 35-32 in the 1969-70 season.
Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun said he felt compassion for the
Wildcats.
"I know the feeling, and once it starts it never stops. I know the
feeling, believe me. It's helpless," he said.
Calhoun said the victory won't help the Huskies because they had to
alter their style of play.
"We couldn't press and couldn't do the things we do well," he said.
But reserve guard John Gwynn, who scored a career-high 21 points,
said he could sense the fear in the Wildcats once the Husky press
started to force some turnovers.

Smith, who hit eight of 11 shots in
scoring 24 points. "We surprised
them."
Louisville's fullcourt press
forced DePaul (4-1) to turn the ball
over five times, converting the
floor mistakes into three baskets in
the spurt.
"If I had known what to do, I
would have stopped it," DePaul
coach Joey Meyer said of Louisville's second-half surge. "We got
outfought."
DePaul fell behind 66-44 before
mounting a comeback that sliced
Louisville's margin to 72-61 on
Kevin Holland's two free throws
with 5:57 to go.
But a free throw by Cornelius
Holden, a layup by James Brewer
off a turnover and Smith's jumper
in the lane pushed Louisville out to
a comfortable 77-62 lead with 4:43
left and quashed DePaul's comeback hopes.
"I told the guys that a little bit
of hustle can overcome a lot of
mistakes and we are going to make
mistakes, there's no question about
it," said Louisville coach Denny
Crum, whose team committed 16
turnovers.
Brewer had 19 points, followed
by Troy Smith with 13 and Cornelius Holden 12 for Louisville,
which hit 36 of 65 shots for 55.4
percent.

MfanRglemen
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•The No. 3 Syracuse
improved to
8-0 with an uninspired 92-83 victory over Camsius, the 1,300th in school history Billy Owens
had 34 points to lead Syracuse, which led
81-65 with 4:02 remaining only to see the visiti 07GoldenGnItins
to
(4-2) get within 87-81 with
play
•Oikernbe Mutombo. playing with a sprained left
thumb, had 22 points, 14 rebounds and six
blocked shots as the No 5 Georgetown Hoyas
improved to 6-0 with a 75-45 win over Si. Leo.
Only two of the Hoyas' wins have been over
Division I opponents St. Leo, a Division If
school, has yet to win in eight games this
season
.he No. 8 Ohio State Buckeyes (5-0) were
held under 111 points for the first time this season and saw their 48-point average margin of
victory faH in a 90-60 rout of Wright Stale Ohio
State blew it open with a 28-2 run in the second
half as its press started working after the Raiders had tied the game 39-39
.The No 17 South Carolina Gamecocks (7-1)
scored 34 points off 25 turnovers as they handed Furman (3-3) its worst loss in 19 years.
93-52.
•Southern Cal scored the most points against
Notre Dame in Digger Phelps 20 years there
and extended the Fighting Irish's losing streak
to seven with a 105-95 victory. The losing
streak matches that in Phelps' first season at
South Bend The victory was the Trojans' first
over Notre Dame in 30 years and tied the alltime series at 3-3. Harold Miner led Southern
Cal (5-1) with :5 points, while LaPhonso Ellis'
28 topped Notre Dame (2-7)
•Doug Smith scored 36 points and pulled down
12 rebounds to lead Missouri to a 76-60 victory
at
.Or
tB
ivreardlr
Taylor and Terry Dehere each scored
18 points as Seton Hall opened Big East Conference play with an 81-77 victory over
Villanova
.Doug Day was 11-for-17 front 3-point range
and scored 43 points as Radford improved to
8-0 with a 107-100 victory over Central Connecticut. °bet
,
Vasquez had 41 points in a losing effort
•Maurice Alexander lied the game with a
3-pointer with 25 seconds to play, then won it
with two free throws with three seconds left as
Wyoming beat Colorado 62-60
•Anzona State beat Brigham Young 82-74
despite the 22 points, 16 rebounds and seven
blocked shots of 7-6 freshman Shawn Bradley

rng

Bird busts out of slump; Clippers beat Cavs
By BILL BARNARD
Associated Press Basketball Water

Beware of Larry Bird when he's
in a shooting slump.
After shooting 15-for-51 in his
previous three games and scoring 5
points in his last appearance
against Milwaukee, Bird found the
range Wednesday night.
Bird hit his first seven shots an
scored 18 of his 30 points in the
first quarter of the Boston Celtics'
129-111 victory over the Bucks at
Boston Garden.
"We knew Larry Bird would
come back strong. He just didn't
play well in Milwaukee," Bucks
coach Del Harris said. "I know
Larry's history well. Whenever he
has a bad game, he follows it with
a good one."
Harris said he started worrying
about Wednesday night's game

immediately after Bird went
2-for-7 against the Bucks on Nov.
13.
"After the game in Milwaukee I
tried to be as complimentary as
possible because I knew what
would happen here," Harris said.
Playing just 31 minutes, Bird hit
11 of 15 field-goal attempts,
including four in a row from
3-point range, and was 4-for-4 on
free throws for the Celtics, winners
of 13 of 15 games.
"We played like we would like
to play every night," Bird said. "I
put a little more arc on my shot,
and it's a little better playing at the
Garden."
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
San Antonio 92, Charlotte 81; the
Los Angeles Clippers 100, Cleveland 90; Atlanta 118,'Miami 93;
Houston 108, Philadelphia 100;
Seattle 99, Indiana 90; and Dallas

112, the Los Angeles Lakers 97 in
overtime.
The Bucks, who won their four
previous games and still lead the
NBA's Central Division, battled
Boston to a 20-20 standoff before
Bird helped the Celtics pull away.
He hit a pair of 3-point bombs
and added a layup before the end
of the quarter, giving the Celtics a
34-24 lead.
"Larry Bird got them going, and
they just went from there," Milwaukee's Jack Sikma said. "He
had a tough game in Milwaukee
and tonight he came out very
aggressive."
"He came out on fire," the
Bucks' Alvin Robertson said. "He
gave his team all the confidence in
thc world to get them shooting."
The Celtics, who lead the Atlantic Division with a 17-4 record,
padded their lead to 66-48 at half-

time. Bird, scoreless in the second
quarter, then scored 12 points in
the third as Boston sealed the victory by outscoritig Milwaukee
40-24.
With a 106-72 lead starting the
fourth period, the Celtics cleared
the bench and the Bucks managed
to make the score more respectable
against Boston's reserves.
The Bucks, winless in regularseason games in Boston since the
1984-85 season, were led by Frank
Brickowski with 17 points.
FULL-COURT PRESS
•DaNas scored the firsi 13 points of overtime
and outscored tire Los Angeles Laker* 23e WI
the extra period, snapping a five- me losing
streak and handing the Laker, only their second loss in 11 games with a 112-97 final
The Laken, whose bunt, loss in 11 home
games matched their Mal number of detests at
the Forum last season, took thew only lead of
the second hall, 8947, on Terry Teaglis oft
balance lumpier a the lane with three eaoorxte
lett in regulator

Sri winless in It road games in a 99-90
decision.
.Houston broke a 16-year. 23 game losing
streak in Philadelphia as Akeern Olajuwon had
29 points and 15 rebounds to lead the Rockets
to a 108-100 win.
The Rockets, who last won at the Spectrum
on Jan 2, 1974, led by as many as 21 points in
the second quarter and held an 89-73 lead at
the end of three periods.
•The Los Angeles Clippers broke an 11 year
long streak in Cleveland with a 100-90 win as
Ken Norman scored 9 of his 30 points during a
21-2 run at the stan of the third quarter
Murray State's Jeff Martin added 16 points in
the victory, the Clippers' first in the Richfield
Coliseum since Jan 27, 1979 They lost their
previous 11 games at Cleveland
Cleveland, which got 21 points and 13
rebounds from Brad Daugherty. led 53-48 at
halftime ate Craig Ehto and Larry Nance led
an 11-2 flurry at the end of the first hall
But Danny Manning scored the Clippers' first
6 points of the second half, starting the decisive
21.2 spurt that put them ahead 60-55 Cleve
land made only two of 16 shots from the field
during the quarter
400miniqus Wilkins hit two 3-point shoff dunng
a 10 2 run in the thfrd quarter and had 2e
points and 14 rebounds. leading Manta over
Akashi 118-93
•David Robinson had 24 points and 17
rebounds as San Antonio handed Charlotte its
•
firth straight loss. 92 81
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Coleman sours on Syracuse

dASKETBALL FIELDHOUSE
EAST

several off-court entanglements
with the law while he was at
Syracuse.
Nevertheless, Boeheim said no
player in Syracuse's basketball history had more impact than the
6-foot-10 Coleman, who finished
as the NCAA's top modern-day
rebounder and the school's all-time
scoring leader.
Coleman was a mainstay of Syracuse's 1987 team, which came
within a point of the national
championship. The team was
nationally ranked throughout his
four years at Syracuse and it played
in the NCAA tournament each
season.
Coleman told the Times that he
and Bocheim rarely communicated
well at Syracuse.
"Coaches tend to go off the
deep end about nothing," Coleman
said. "He really didn't say too
much to me when I was there
because we would always end up in
an argument."

SYRACUSE, N.Y.(AP) — New
Jersey Nets rookie Derrick Coleman may not have fond memories
of his college days at Syracuse, but
coach Jim Boeheim will always
remember Coleman as one of his
greatest players.
"He helped us get places we'd
never been as a freshman, and he
continued that for four years. I
can't say enough good things about
Derrick Coleman," Boeheim said,
responding to the harsh words Coleman had about his career at
Syracuse.

WEST

Murray-Calloway seating
Calloway County will be the 'home" team during the girls-boys doublehead
er
against Murray High School on Friday night at Murray State University's Racer
Arena. Tickets for the games, which begin at 6 p.m with girls' action, are $3 for
adults and $2 for students and can be purchased in advance at Calloway County
High School. Calloway fans will sit in sections E, F, G, H, I, and J on the south end
of the arena while Murray tans will be seated in sections D, C, N, M, L and K (see
diagram above). Murray will be the host school during the next meeting between
the two teams at Racer Arena, which will be on Saturday, Jan. 26.

SAN FRANCISCO— John

McEnroe caused a racket away from the court after he
missed a United Airlines flight to Hawaii. McEnroe tangled with two gate agents
and all were taken to the airport police station. Police said the confrontatio
n
involved pushing and shoving. But United spokeswoman Sara Dornacker
refused
to confirm that report or describe the altercation, saying only that there
was "an
incident" after he missed Flight 31 from San Francisco to Kona. The flight was held
several minutes to wait for McEnroe and his four traveling companions, whom Dornacker declined to name. McEnroe had some words with two agents at the gate
to
Flight 31, and some touching or bumping apparently ensued on both sides, airport
police Sgt. Gary O'Donnell said, adding that McEnroe was traveling with his wife,
actress Tatum O'Neil, their two children and a nanny

Football
WASHINGTON —

Athletic directors from the
East Conference's four Division
I-A football schools — Boston College, Miami, Pittsburgh and Syracuse
— met to
discuss plans lor a new league that would include Rutgers, Temple, Virginia
Tech
and West Virginia. Big East spokesman John Paquette would not
disclose the
results of Wednesday's meeting, but said he expected a statement
to be issued
today. "I don't know that that's a done deal," Virginia Tech athletic
director Dave
Braine said. "They told us all along it would be the first part
of the year before
anything's final. We have been in touch with them ... we are very much
interested
in it." Miami said earlier this year it would become the 10th
member of the Big
East's basketball conference, but wants a league affiliation for
its football team.
The Big East's other members — Connecticut, Georgetown
, Providence, St.
John's, Seton Hall and Villanova — don't have Division I-A football
programs.

Television
NEW YORK — CBS

admitted to losing $55 million in the first year of its contract
with major league baseball while denying persistent rumors that
it may cost the
network's sports president, Neal Pilson, his job. The $55
million loss was computed after taxes. Industry analysts earlier predicted that the losses
could top $100
millkon. At the same time, the network also said it would write otf
$115 million more
in losses over the remaining three years of the baseball contract,
which was for
$1.06 billion over four years. 1990 was the first year of the contract.
The network's
losses were attributed to a general downturn in the economy,
resulting in lower
advertising prices, and poor World Series ratings for Cincinnati's
four-game sweep
of Oakland.

Bowling scores

TEAM
Turn e12
Shoneys
Sinkers
Double Trouble
Complete Auto Repair
Odd Couples
Turn e5
Team 19
Wray Pot Canter
Buchanan )etntantrg

W L
404 234
40 24
37 27
354 29'4
35 29
34 30
32 32
32 32
31 33
31 33
29 35
244 394
24 40
41'4

Twit**
Chadwick ShaliGinsteng
Turn 913
•

e74

•

•

High Series Handicap
Men — Doug Stale (669). Women — Linda Drake
(680)
High Series Scratch
kiwe —J.ss. Damen (604), Women — Linda Drake
(557)
High Game Handicap
Nen — Carl Niemeyer (245i, Women — Dawn Lanham (265)
Mph Game Scratch
Man — Jesse Darnel (222), Women — Dawn Lanham 12111
YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A
TEAM
Tap 01
Toon

Ho!
Hfl
o!!
c'

W L
31 5
11 25

DIVISION B
TEAM . W L
Rights
Lens
Murray Moniigans
Straitly n Brawlers
Team 15
Fast Fireballs
Turn ir

The NBA's No. pick in the 1990
draft, Coleman told the New York
Times in a story published Monday
that he was so bitter about his four
years at Syracuse that if the school
decided to retire his jersey, he
probably wouldn't attend the
ceremony.
Coleman complained of his Mrmy relationship with Boeheim and
the way local reporters covered his

John Jackson...

Tennis

SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED

PAGE 11

Bitter Orange

Actions& Reactions

MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
TEAM
W L
Sloirsirs Food GiaM
.................434 24.4
Ti.. Mans Event
42% 25'4
Buchanan Disinbuting
402$
Twin Lakes Shorans In
38 30
Miami Construction
38 30
Peoples Bank
37 31
Go Goners
37 31
Turn 110
35% 374
Wtheneon Roofing . ................. ........
35 33
Hodge. Noel 8 Assoc.
30 38
Thurman Furniture .
27% 404
Charheck SheliGineeng .......
24% 43.4
Team ill
24 44
Futrell Tile
274 454
• • •
High Series Handicap
Luis Tumor (06)
High Series Scretch
Ann Menet (630)
High Game ntenchcap
Ann Merrell (258)
High Gems Scratch
Ann Morrell (247)

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1990

•

38 10 '
25 23
23% 244
23 25
20'.4 27'4
14 34

(Cont'd from page 10)
coming last spring, Jackson started
living a dream. "The letters and the
phone calls were exciting."
He's developed slowly as a Racer, and struggled at times during
the first two exhibition games.
Then, in the Racers' seasonopening trip to Puerto Rico for the
San Juan Sunshine Shootout, Jackson blossomed against Old Dominion and Nebraska. His 8.5 points
and 8.6 rebounds per game have
helped the Racers to a 6-2 record,
and, although he doesn't start, he
averages nearly 27 minutes a game
at power forward.
"John is one of my favorite people," Racer coach Steve Newton
said. "We knew he was a player at
John Logan, and his ability to
adapt to our system and take over
at the 4-spot has been a very pleasant surprise."
Newton likes the lift Jackson
gives the Racers coming off the
bench.
"I asked John one tirq if it
bothered him that he didn't start,"
Newton said. "He said,'Coach, I'm
just happy to be here.' It's hard to
think about what he could have
been if he had been in our system
for two or three years. He's a
lunch -pail guy. He comes ready for
work everyday"
He's had tel make adjustments on
and off the court in his first months
in Murray, where he is studying
mechanical engineering.
"Murray's a little slow socially
compared to what I'm used to,"
Jackson said. "The competition on
the floor has been a lot rougher
than I thought it would be. I knew

DIVISION C
TEAM . W L
Plrixesters III .
Pnms Stvins Int.
Team 06
Team 15
Turns?
Team 57
Demented Women

33 15
31 17
29 19
262€
25 23
24 24
24 24

.............
•

•

•

High Series Handicap
A Boys —
,A Girls — Heather Lanham
(228), B Boys — 8st McCanhy (967). B Gins —
Candice Fain (539), C Boys — Mks Mon (616), C
Gins — Dayna Barrett (563)
High Slimes Scratch
A Boys —
A Girls — Heather Lanham
(114), B Boys — BrIS McCarthy (425), B Girls —
Candice Fan (296). C Boys — Jay Hoviali (473). C
Gra — Dina Fait (418)
High Game Handicap
A Boys—
, A Girls — Heather Lanham
(117), B Boys — Jason Herbert (224). Gins — Candice Fan (197), C Boys — Tony Atkins (211), C Girls
— Dora Barrer (217)
HI'S Dons Scratch
A Boys —
, A Gins — Heather Lanham
(60) B Bolls — Bi kieciiiihr (163), B Girls — Candice Fan (116), C noya — Jay Howell (176), C Girls
— Mary Ann Todd/Walks Banks (158)

the first couple of games that I
could play better than I had. Playing against the competition down
in Puerto Rico really helped me."
Even though he just graduated
from junior college, he's listed as a
senior on the Racer roster because
he's been out of high school for
five years. The NCAA allows a
player five years from his high
school graduation to complete four
years of eligibility. There is an
exception granted to players who
don't originally attend school on an
athletic scholarship, but the Racers
haven't had a favorable response
from their appeal to the NCAA yet.
"We've been told verbally ana
by letter that the committee has
refused to hear his case," Newton
said. "We've requested that his
case go forward because there is an
exemption if a student doesn't play
basketball. We're now looking at
legal action against the NCAA on
his behalf."
"The only thing I can do is keep
appealing," Jackson said. "I've
asked for the extra year bacause I
think I deserve it."
A year ago, Jackson listened to
the Murray State-Southern Illinois
game on the radio. He was pulling
for the Salukis, for he knows some
of the SIU players from playing
against them on campus. Now,
he'll get the opportunity to show
his friends at SIU and Logan how
he's doing at Murray State.
"I've got a lot of friends calling
for tickets and talking about the
-game," Jackson said. "I'm really
excited about going back up there
and playing Friday."

ROBERT'S GUNS
NOW OPEN
4144)

Hand Guns • Long Guns • Accessories
S&W • Colt • Ruger
New - Used - Buy - Sell - Trade

MINOR
LEAGUE
SETS

Special orders and
layaways welcome!
10-6 Tues. thru Sat.
Corner of 5th & Main (above Frame Village) Murray 753-3066

422€
41 27
39 29
37/, 304
35)4 374
35 33
30 38

EAST
Connecticut 85. New Hampshire 32
Georgetown 75. Si Leo 45
Maine 87, Drexel 62
Radford 107. Cent Connecticut St 100
Simon Kill 81. Villanova 77
Syracuse 92, Census 83
SOUTH
Campbell 74 Howard U 73
Cahn 85, S Carolna St 69
Louiwille 94. DePaul 75
NW Louisiana 88 Wiley 59
Nevi Orleans 68 Oregon St 64 OT
SW Louisiana 89 Appalachian St 64
South Carolina 93 Furman 52
MIDWEST
Ban St 94 Valparaiso 58
E linos 67. Wis -IAlwaukee 59
E. lAchigan 87, Ceweland St 75
Lachlan 102, Chicago St 78
lAssoun 76. Bradley 60
Ofvo St 90, Wright St 60
SW /Assail" St 65, kW -Kansas Cm, 51
Southern Cal 106, Notre Dame 95
SOUTHWEST
Texas A&M 70. Texas Southern 61
Texas-San Antonio 103. Texas Arlington 83
Tulsa 72, Kansas St 61
FAR WEST
Anzona St 82. Brigham Young 74
Crezo St 67, St Mary's. Cal 64
Long Beach St 138 Nortnndge Si 73
Montana 104, U S internalonal 86
Texas Cnnshan 70. N Anzona 51
Wyoming 62. Colorado 60

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I
Boston
17 4
oNisover ,a
14
7
New Jersey
8 11
New You
8 11
Wasorvon
6 la
Marry
5 14
Central Division
lAlwaukee
15
7
Dal rot
14
7
CtliC.8190
12 8
Ciaveland
10 11
Atlanta
8 11
Charione
8 12
Indiana
8 14
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Derision
W I
San Antonio
12 5
Utah
Houston
12 9
Dallas
7 11
liAnnesota
7 12
Denver
5 15
Orlando
5 16
PSC K Division
Portland
19
1
LA Lake's
11
7
Phoervi
11
7
Golden Slate
12 8
LA Clippers
10 10
Soame
6 12
Sayamerlo
3 15

Fri., Dec. 14 • 100 p.m. til 8:00 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 15 • 1 p.m. til 5:00 pm
Get your picture taken with Santa!

15% or

GA
80
83
116
106
140
103
95
108
88
119

GB
2
54
6
8.4
9

950 —
611 ' 7
611
7
600 7
500 9
333 12
167 15

High school scores
WEDNESDAYS GAMES
Gine
Knot Co Cenviii 76 McDowell 53
Sheldon Clare 61 Beery 47
Boys
Boon• Co 71. St Henry 61
TeuT111110111
Heisql Invitationei
Owsiey Co 79. F leering Neon 70
Cawood 93. Shelby Valley 89

753-0473

OPEN TIL 8
—
9:30 til 5, Saturday

753-7743
Ne‘t to \lal-Mart

INGERSO

FOR FAL. —

For
Tractors
With Lifetime
Warranties?
— al

aroma

Just donate a new toy or canned food worth $5.00 or
more to our TOYS FOR TOTS project. In return, we'll
give you a reason to smile too!

A FREE CONNECTION

"Thanks for helping
.
us help others
Offer expires 12/21/90

CABLE
VIS11111N

Bel-Air Center

753-5005

Model 4018 - 18 H.P.

Model 3016 - 16 H.P.

You're Looking At All OfThem.
Ingersoll 3000 and 4000 series Garden Tractors are the on/yones
with the exclusive Hydriv hydraulic operating system, a vstem so
dependable it allows us to offer a lifetime warranty, the TOPT`I
'Total DArner Protection' Lifetime Warranty. See them and tho rest of
Ingersoll's line of premium lawn and garden equipment at.

MI

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.

503 Walnut Street
Murray
(502) 753-3062

Kra)imaersol Equipment Co

I

Lij

•Sees copy of Ws levelled Lamm Vitervanly a your Immo'des*

•
N
't

1939 N. 8th St.
Paducah
(502) 444-0110

Ingersoll

e

.;6.6 •

W/48" Mower

W/48' Mower

•••••

6

$4795'

'3995®

•

•

2
CS
3.4
6
7

4.101P
4

*A11 toys donated
to Needline and the
Fire Department's
annual
Christmas Party

Register For $25.00 Fruit Basket
($25 Value)
To Be Given Away.
With Every Purchase You Can Register
For A Weekly Drawing On Friday, 5 p.m.

Pct.
706
650
571
389
368
250
238

—

96
103
99
99
137

TOP

to Basic Service, HBO, Cinema:, Disney or Showtime

All Christmas Trees
Friday & Saturday

682
667
600
476
421
400
364

GA
103
112
100
107
121
108

TOP

This year,join Cablevision's TOYS FOR TOTS drive
and share your holiday cheer with a needy child in
your community. It's a great way to make your
holidays truly warm and special.

403 Sycamore St.

Pct
GB
810 —
667
3
421
8
421
300 1(VA,
263 11

WALES CONFERENCE
Petrick Division
W L I Pie GF
NY Rangers
18 11 5 41 130
PNIadelphia
18 14 2 38 119
Washington
18 15 0 36 112
New Jersey
16 12 4 36 124
Pittsburgh
12 16 3 27 120
NY Islanders
10 17 2 22 78
Aeons Division
Boston
.17 10 4 38 102
Montreal
16 14 3 35 105
Hartford
13 14 4 30 89
Buffalo
10 13 7 27 92
Ouslatic
7 19 6 20 90
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
/kerne Division
W L T Phi GE
Chicago
21 10 2 alit
St Loos
17 9 4 38 103
°snot
14 13 4 32 116
Minnesota
9 17 6 24 92
Toronto
824 1 17 88
Smyth* Division
Calgary
le 10 4 40 +34
Los Anoint*
16 8 5 37 121
Vancouver
14 15 3 31 99
Edmonton
12 15 2 26 91
9 17 7 25 106
W'
1 1,11009
WatIneeday's Gantee
gizalOri 5...Harnotil 1
TO10010 4 Montreal 1
Edmonton 5 Vancouver 4
Thursday's Games
1-lantord at Boston, 6 35 p rn.
Clusbec at Detroit 6 35 P
NY Islanders at Philadelphia 635 pm
New Jersey at Pittsburgh. 635 p
MAnnipirg at Chicago 735 pm
Minnesota at St Lows 735 pm
Calgary at Los Angens 935 p m

901 Coldwater Road

WHEN YOU GIVE
A LITTLE...
YOU GET A LOT!

D&M Market

Pro hockey

Pro basketball

• • •
High Settee Handicap
Turn — Tole Gate (1826), Individual — Mary Ann
Vim (640)
High Series Scratch
Team — Harris Welding (1593), Indrodual — Los
Smith (553)
High Genie Handicap
Team — Tole Gals (649), Individual — Elan* Pining*, (251)
High Sons Scratch
Team — Hans Welding (547), Individual — Elan*
PitInger (215)

Santa Claus is coming to

Wednesday's Games
Boston 129, Idleaukee 111
San Antonio 92. Cearofte el
LA Clippers 100, Ciewetano 90
Atlanta 119 Miami 93
Houston 108. Philadapha 100
Seathe 99 Indiana 90
Dallas 112 LA Lakers 97, OT
Thursday's Games
New Jersey at Atlanta 6 30 p m
Nee York at kennesota 7 pm
Orlando at Phoenix 830 p m
Denver at Utah. 8 10 p m
Seattle at Golden State 930 P ffl
Portland at Sacramento 930 pm

College basketball

Looking

BILLER OR DOLLAR
Public ice
121 Food Mart
Hams Weeding
F 01,1 It*
Tole Gate
St Leos KoIC
WIngloot Go,

Owner:
T onus,
Goodwin

•

1•.(t‘f
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1991 Tercel
•0710

Per

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Five
senior Department of Parks official& have been indicted on theft
charges.
Tourism Secretary Ron Gentry,
whose cabinet contains the department, said Wednesday he was putting the five on leave without pay.
Thcy included two of the department's deputy commissioners —
Robert L. Bender, who has been
with the agency 23 years, and
James R. Goodman, a I6-year
veteran.
Others were James E. Henson,
director of recreational parks and
historic sites: Hugh L. Smith III,
director of administrative services,
and accounting director Louis D.
Tandy.

sale
Price

7,608
Air, 4 cyl. engine, front wheel drive, 4spud, styled stool wheels, rocling
salts, mist cycle wipers, roar dotoggsr,
body aids moldings. sports stnpos.

1991 Camry
a6918

ASA
Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

P

12

On guard

Five park officials charged with theft

v• TOYOTAS
COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Mo.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1990

Smith is a 25-year employee:
Henson and Tandy each has worked in the department 18 years,
according to department records.
All those charged are Frankfort
residents.
The Franklin County grand jury
indictment charges each with a
single county of theft by deception
over S100, a Class D felony punishable by one to five years in prison if convicted.

LONDON (AP) — A British forces radio station being started to
cheer up troops in the Gulf has
barred Christmas carols from its
airwaves to avoid offending the
Moslems.
The British Forces Broadcasting
Service has ruled out religious
programs and Christian references
— including carols.
Chris Russell, in charge of starting BFBS Middle East on Dec. 17,
said: "In deference to the host
nation. Saudi Arabia, we are making one or two adjustments to our
normal output.

, v
a,0

812,706
Soma or ta) Woo at 1225% APR. Tercel ram:wires
51 COO mavenS C wry reaLuires SI VD down Payment
ea Eau. 'Neale Equity plus taa and Kande sall.

TOYOTA

OF MURRAY INC.
515 S. 12th St. Murray
753-4961
Ky 1.830.599-0365
U.S. '.800•755-0365
Greg Bradshaw, Aubrey Hatcher, Tom
Thurman. Bill Calvert, Chris Bearden,
Bus Mgr. and Chad Cochran, General
Mgr.

'1111

opi Li ri

Auto, 4 cyl. engine, air, AlAiFIG
stereo, Intermittent wipers, rear
defogger

'You don't have to be a
farmer.
'Competitive interest rates.
•No appraisal fee.
'Fixed and adjustable
rate plans.
'No application fee.

'No prepayment penalties.
•Fully assumable.
'Must be outside city
limits of Murray.
We're making the best home
loans in the county.

e°. Jackson Purchase ACA
Hwy. 641 N.

OBITUARIES

.•

•

lot

British forces
radio bans carols
from airwaves

You won't believe our rates
on homes in the county.
Per
mo. Sale
Price

A

Murray, Ky. — 753-5602

)
C. vt
ic

-

•

-

a

•

't•

•

wor•

. • .4- • 3
fa...

-

ate,

Murray's Spc. Tim Lewis, of the Kentucky National Guard 614th Military Police Company, uses a bunker
as a defensive position during Guard summer camp training in the Black Hills of South Dakota last June.
Lewis is currently preparing to go overseas to participate in Operation Desert Shield as a member of the
475th MASH unit out of Frankfort.

Eyewitness tells of Iraqi executions
by the Iraqi army without the
knowledge of Hussein — nothing
is done without a direct order from
him."
On Aug. 23, Schwartz and others
with him were ordered to Baghdad
with the understanding that they
would remain just the three or four
hours necessary to get the paperwork allowing them to drive out of
the country.
"When we got to Baghdad we
found out that he (Saddam) had
lied and officially had changed his
mind — nobody was to move," he
said.
Schwartz, who lost 51 pounds
during the ordeal, was among a

CARLISLE, Ky. (AP) — Lt.
Cmdr. Michael Schwartz, an eyewitness to the invasion of Kuwait,
says Iraqi troops taught some brutal
lessons after their takeover by routinely executing innocent people.
Schwartz said he was inside the
U.S. Embassy last August and
watched the invasion and the looting and executions that followed.
"We watched and 'did see the
execution of lots of innocent
folks," he said. "These were true
executions, too: Not where someone was trying to run away but
where people were marched out
and executed. The innocent people
were executed as a lesson to
others."
The 22-year Navy veteran told
his story after being released in
Baghdad and flown to Houston on
Sunday for a reunion with his wife
Teresa and their two children, Stephen, 10, and Kelly, 6. They will
spend Christmas in Carlisle, Ky.,
with relatives.
Schwartz said he watched the
artillery and tanks fight it out, with
shells whizzing overhead and
exploding nearby.
And he said those inside the
embassy watched Saddam Hussein's troops "loot the city — his
troops — not what many have said.
It was not other third-country military doing the damage — it was his
troops."
Schwartz was interviewed this
week by The Carlisle Mercury.
Schwartz said that Saddam knew
about the executions, and all other
military activity. "Nothing is done

group of Americans brought out in
a flight originated by former Texas
Gov. John Connally and Oscar
Wyatt, owner of Coastal Oil Co.
A native of El Paso, Texas,
Schwartz met+his wife of 13 years
while she was attending the University of Texas.
Not only will the family be
together for Christmas but
Schwartz will be home to celebrate
his son's 11th birthday, Dec. lg,
and his daughter's seventh birthday
in January.
Schwartz said he was grateful
"to the folks in Carlisle for making
it a safe place for my family while
this was going on."

Einstein, Freud letters, Armstrong
trumpet sold at auction Tuesday
NEW YORK (AP) — Two handwritten letters between Albert Einstein and Sigmund Freud discussing
the nature of war sold for
$165,000, and a Louis Armstrong
trumpet drew $16,500 at the same
auction.
The exchange of letters was initiated by a League of Nations official for a limited-edition book published in 1933.
The letters, which were sold
Tuesday by Sotheby's, were consigned by an educational institution
and purchased by a private American buyer, said Matthew Weigman,
a Sotheby's spokesman.
Einstein's four-page letter of
July 28, 1932, asks, "Is there a

JEWELERS

way to liberate man from the doom
of war?" The 14.page -reply from
Freud concludes, "There is no
prospect of getting rid of this
aggressive instinct."
The signed letters were expected
to bring from S150,000 to
$250,000.
Another private American buyer
bought the trumpet and a manuscript essay on the musician's
recollections on the development of
jazz.
The B-flat trumpet sold for
$16,500 and the handwritten essay
for S27,500, Weigman said. They
were consigned by Armstrong's
niece.

WSJP - 1130 AM

THE BI
ONE DAY SALE

introduces

SATURDAY • DEC. 15th

CNN Radio News
on the hour
The most trusted news in the world.

Listen for. . . .

Big Discount Dollar Down
Charges
Any Purchase
With
off NO Interest!
Storewide
imumemos

FOR 90 DAYS OR TAKE
UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY

Excluding: Trade-Ins, Lagawa.ys, Swiss Watches,
Gallery Items and- Miktmoto Pearls

MICHELSONS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

411.41.14An,11.-41
41--

Local News with the largest
radio news team in the region.
6.00 a m
6:20 a.m.
6:45 a.m.
7:11 a.m.
7:20 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
7:50 a.m.
8;05 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:07 p.m
12:20 p.m.
5:07 p.m.
5:20 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

Local news, weather and funeral notices.
Local sports.
Local news, weather and funeral notices.
Local news headlines
Local sports.
Local news, weather and funeral notices
Local sports.'
Breakfast show with local guests
Local news and weather
Local news headlines.
Local news, weather and funeral notices.
Local sports.
Local news, weather and funeral notices
Local sports
Local news, weather, funeral notices and sports.

Where the News is First!

753-7695
411T..

Listen to WSJP for CNN Headline Sports and Kentucky Sports.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Antique Christmas toy show

PAGE 13
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Playhouse to hold extra audition

Antique dolls and toys will be on display at the Calloway County Public Library until Jan. 5. Pictured
above, library clerk Velma Maupin holds the oldest doll in the display, which was made in 1911 by the
Parsons-Jackson Co. The doll was loaned to the library by Brenda Rowlett of Fulton. Many other area
residents loaned dolls and other toys for this display.

The Playhouse in the Park in
Murray will hold an extra audition
for the 1991 dinner theater production, "A...My Name Is Alice." The
audition will be held tonight at 7 at
the Playhouse.
Directed by Gene Biby, who last
directed the 1990 West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival presentation
of "The Churning Skies," the 1991
dinner show is a musical review of
women's roles in modern society,
how those roles change and how
they dictate relationships with men,
other women, and the world at
large.
Written as a series of vignettes,
the five actresses in the cast portray a variety of characters of all
ages and backgrounds, including
even a few male roles. The music
and dance likewise cover a broad
spectrum of styles.
Pianist for the production is Pat
Bomba, who performed at the 1989
dinner production of "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum" and has played for a num-

kr of cabarets and productions at
the theater.
"A...My Name Is Alice” will be
staged in the Murray State University Curris Center Ballroom beginning Friday, Feb. 1. Rehearsals will
take place during the remainder of

December and during January.
Performances are scheduled for
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 1, 2, 8
and 9, with dinner served at 7 p.m.
and curtain time at 8 p.m. For more
information on the project, call the
theater at 759-1752.

It brings out the best in all of us::
Uriet 4.1 IblIow

Wednesdays
WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR

2 Movies for
Hitachi or
Panasonic

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE
ARTS

This Weekend
7 Movies

VCR's

Dec. 13 —
Winter concert — Performances by Calloway County High
School and Calloay,County Middle School, 7 p.m., Middle School
Gym, free.
Through Ikec. 14 —
Exhibit —..Works by Joel Feldman, Clara Eagle Gallery, free.
Dec. 15 and 16 —
LiN ing Christmas — South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church, 6-9 p.m., free.
Dec. 15-27 —
Christmas in the Park — Over 50 lighted displays located on
the park drive off Arcadia Drive.
Dec. 16 —
Christmas concert — Murray High School band and chorus,
Murray- High School, 2 p.m., free.
Children's Christmas play — First Assembly of God Church, 6
p.m.. free.
Christmas cantata — Sanctuary Choir Christmas Pageant, First
Baptist Church, 4 p.m, free.
Dec. 20 —
Christmas concert — Sponsored by the Rotary Club. Performance by Murray High School chorus, 12:30 p.m., Seven Seas
Restaurant, free.
Dec. 20, 21, 26, 27 and 28 —
Christmas day camp — Sponsored by the YMCA. For youngsters in grades K-5. Swimming, games, crafts, bowling and snacks.
Bring a sack Funch. To register, call 759-YMCA.

99'
for
$10

Pick up Fri. bring
back Mon.

While Supplies

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 t. mein St.

Leigh Ann Wheatley, a senior
music major at Murray State
University and student of Tina
Schlabach, performed selections
on her flute for the Murray Art
Guild's open house which was
held Dec. 9.

Murray

233-0201

c#
P

YEAR END
BLOW OUT SALE
Save Up To
talliatellECKB

39.88

42.88

:et 51 19

Workmate, Wcet Cantor & tee lug:ore to lo 350
154 lJghtoottt easy to carry to he 1413 304670

Rog 84.99

$5,78000

Skil 7.1/1" Circular Saw Powerful 2-1/8 HP 10
amp motor delivers 1.600 RPM Lateral lock -off
button 320637/5150 MA)

On 1990 Models
Plus...
1991 Stock Reduction 41•
raw

Pr,

49.88

seca.

1440,41re.n tc6oiaa

24.88

Sander 13.000 OP M 1'114111*ton;
8 rubber cord Uses standard 1,4'
sheets 312924

Reg. 54.19

12 Pocket Carpenter Apron. Handcrafted .n strong teatherkke
"Durabur urethane coaled material

„„•

4)A/wit•
Rumps=

39.88 29.88
Ski Vweble Speed (*tun
Salvo Sew i '3 P motor 03200 spm 7515

Variable Speed Reversing DAIL 1/41.1 P
mow( 0 1200 rrnp Doktle gear reduced Two
year warranty 7143

Savings
Up To $3 500"
See Us For Complete Details

Treas Lumber Dolt center PURDOM MOTO
RS, INC
Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
Open
MORI
7
Days
759-13
90
TS:RIO
4.11tx
Week
A
Your Home investment Company
Other Locations — Benton and Lake City
Mon.-Frl. 7:30-6; Sat. 8-5: Sun. 1-5

e.•

'Satisfied Customers Are Out- Main Concern"
Oldsmobile - Pontiac - Buick - Cadillac
1300 121 By-Pass
Murray

753-5315

S
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Two-car accident
•

.1.1.

•

Mrs.

Crown I 1)99
Royal 75.#, I fa
13.99
10.99
13.99
12.99
7.49
9.99
10.99
21.99
14.99

Very Old Barton 86'
Maker's Mark
Early Times
Wild Turkey 101Kessler
Jack Daniers Black
Kentucky Gentleman
Old Charter 8 Yr.
Forester 86°

14,4

Stagratws
A two-car accident slightly injured three residents Tuesday at the intersection of Glendale Road and
Broad Street, according to a report from the Murray Police Department. Derwood Edwards, 81, of Rt. 6,
Murray, who was southbound on Broad Street, apparently failed to see a vehicle driven by Donald L.
Hart, 30, of Rt. 4, Murray, who was westbound on Glendale Road, police said. Edwards' car struck Hart's
vehicle in the side, causing the vehicle to spin around and skid for several feet, police said. A passenger in
the Edwards vehicle, Mary Edwards, received minor head injuries. Hart, and a passenger in his vehicle,
Mike Renfro, were treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, police said. The accident occurred around 1:30 p.m.

• ,

Seagram's 1 999
1 Crown I L

Lions Club honors Caldwell

1 7S

12.99
13.59
150 a 9.29
no a 7.98
I.15 l 27.99
non 18.99
US l 14.99

Canadian Mist
Windsor Canadian
Seagram's VO
Korbel Brandy
Dewars White Label
Chivas Regal
Scoresby Rare 86°

Single Malt

"
7 PAL

I

7.99
1.131 8.88
1sol 5.99
150
5.99
Lk 7.89
list 11.99
L., 7.99
1501 12.99

Barton Vodka 800
Heaven Hill Vodka 80c
Smirnoff Vodka 80c
Seagram's Gin
Gilbey's Gin
Calvert Gin
Hot Damn Schnapps
Kahlua

STOLICHNAYA

RussiAN v000

list

Vodka 800

A

614 S. 4th St.

•P1

.....
*OUT

Piper Sonoma
Brut Champagne

1501

_15 BAIL

Worship Service

+.

1 SBA it
.2 915 II

Qualified Nursery Care Available

First Christian Church

12
99

Lite & Draft)

•

9.99

41k
-

Keystone

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU DEC. 19Th

Dec. 26th
On the day after Christmas.
And not at all strange.
Are the crowds flocking in
With their gifts to exchange.

No Better Way To Give
What They Really Want!

Their
Their
Their
.Their

'
,
I'

PEPPERS

socks are too large;
ties are too bright;
slippers are wrong;
shirts aren't right.

Now if you are anxious
And eager to learn
How to give and be sure
Your gifts won't return.
For what it is worthThe suggestion is mine,
-Nobody brings back
Their liquor or wine.

•
•
4

••-

t
A

A

Buy Now..
No Money Downi,"
No Payment till March
(with approved credit)

4.4. 1

•
PARK AT OUR
FRONT DOOR
GET YOUR GIFT
The
WRAPPED FREE
THAN SHIP THEM
UPS ALL IN
Hannan Plaza 509 Loh. Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah 442-0011
0NE STOP A
Mommommor
Open 8 A.M.-10 P.M. Fri. & Sat. Iii 11 P.M.

Party Mart

Itr-11,71r*

afrir
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Merry Christmas
from all of us at...

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

•

tdooi-

Treat Yourself to the
Treasures of Christmas
and Enjoy a Gforious New Year
...in a New 1.9.91 Car from

10.49

lam Gs.24/12 Os. Can

GIFT
CERTIFICATES

Ilk Ilk IR .11.111

6.79

Case 110s. Can

Budweiser

we have

Jim Garrison, former Ryan Milk
president and one of the original
board members to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, apparently suffered a mild stroke earlier
this week, according to family
members.
Garrison, who retired from the
milk company last year, was medivaced by helicopter from MCCH
around 1:55 p.m. Wednesday to
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Doctors are unsure exactly when
the, stroke occurred but Garrison is
in no immediate danger and suffered only a small amount of shortterm memory loss, according to
family members.
Garrison will undergo tests at the
Memphis hospital before returning
to Murray.

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

laps* Caw 12 Oz Cari

Yes...

A Mayfield woman was hospitalized in Paducah Tuesday after a
one-vehicle accident near Mayfield,
according to a published report.
Susan Wade, 19, was taken to
Mayfield Community Hospital and
later transferred to Western Baptist
Hospital after the car she was riding in overturned after suffering a
tire blowout on U.S. 45 about six
miles north of Mayfield arpund
1:35 p.m., according to the report.
The driver, George Wade, 19,
was treated and released at Mayfield Community Hospital, the
report said.

Garrison undergoing
treatment for stroke
at Memphis hospital

During 10:45 a.m.

TN 5

11

750

Miller(• •

753-0632

December 16

3.99
7.99
8.29
3.99
6.99

4116

Murray, Ky.

Sunday,

2.69

4 LW

Car overturns after
blowout, injuring one

Annual Christmas Cantata

7.99

In

Caldwell, a native of Lynn
Grove, served as president of the
Murray Lions Club from
1968-1969 and as district governor
of District 43-K in 1976-77. He is
a graduate of Murray State University and was named the Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus in 1988.
The retired claims manager for
Kentucky Farm Bureau lives with
his wife Ruth on Dudley Drive. He
joins other Murrayans Dr. C.C.

latAto

4.99
79.00
3.99
9.59
5.99

1501

Lowery, Dr. Yancey Watkins, Jean
Watkins and Joe Pat James as Melvin Jones Fellows.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
Fain Insurance Agency

Bailey's.1 C79
Irish Cream I J
Cooks Brut Champagne
Sebastiani Chardonnay
Almaden Winecask
Lancer's Wines
Vintners Choice

State Resort Park hotel. There were
86 Lions and their spouses present
at the event.

U•bkoded
hi,
'

75011 I V

Nan
Glen Ellen Chardonnay
1501
Dom Perignon Brut
Sutter Horne White Zrifandel 7501
7501
Harvey's Bristol Cream
Beringer White Zinfandel 7501
Blue Nun
131
Andre Champagne
150a

.ql0411,1“

ONO --t1
Glenfolk

A99

Stolichnaya
Imported

hoz.4
,
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(
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Codie Lee Caldwell, a member
of the Murray Lions Club since
1962, was named a Melvin Jones
FelloW by his club Tuesday, Dec.
11. The award, named for the
founder of Lions Club International, is the organization's highest
commendation for humanitarian
service.
Caldwell was presented the honor by Dr. Yancey Watkins of Murray, international director of Lions
Club International. The award was
presented at the annual Christmas
Party of the Murray Lions Club
which was held at the Kenlake
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Sarah Eva Hutson
Mrs. Sarah Eva Hutson, 80,
Puryear, Tenn., died Wednesday at
Henry County Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn.
She was married Dec. 4, 1928,
to Warlick Hutson who died Feb.
13, 1981. She was a member of
Puryear Baptist Church.
Born May 21, 1910, at Hazel,
she was the daughter of the late
Lucian Simmons and Jessie Burton
Simmons. She also was preceded in
death by one daughter, Elizabeth
Joyce Hutson, in infancy, and three
brothers, Nolen, Wilson and
Lenard Simmons.
Mrs. Hutson is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Peggy Gallimore
and husband, Billy, Puryear; one
son, Joe Max Hutson, one sister,

Mrs. Mary Housden, and one
brother, Oren Simmons, all of
Hazel; four grandchildren; four
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. 'The Rev.
Jerry Lee, the Rev. Jimmy Allison
and the Rev. Charles Jobe will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Terry Nousden, Butch Hutson, Ralph Gallimore, Billy Joe Kingins, Billy
Mason and Henry Hutson.
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call from 11 a.m. to
8:30 p.m. Friday at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Mary Louise Merrell
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary
Louiose Merrell will be Friday at 1
p.m. in LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway.
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
James Garland will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Merrell, 59, Calloway
Street, Hazel, died Tuesday morning at Henry County Nursing
Home, Paris, Tenn.

She is survived by her husband,
Brent Merrell; one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Brenda Galvan, Brownsville,
Texas; one stepson, Joel Merrell,
Mt. Clemens, Mich.; four sisters,
Mrs. Gwen Arndt, Checktowanga,
N.Y., Mrs. Mabel Howe, Depew,
N.Y., Mrs. Marie Robertson, Lancaster, N.Y., and Mrs. Viola Russell, Marco Island, Fla.; two
brothers, Frank Forichette, El
Cojon, Calif., and Archie Forichette, Buffalo, N.Y.; seven
stepgrandchildren.

Ronald Jones
Funeral rites for Ronald Jones
will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Jones, 42, of Kirksey died
Tuesday morning in an accident at
McAdoo, Pa.
Survivors are one daughter,
Christy Jones, Kirksey; his mother,
Mrs. Edna Jones, Mt. Clemens,
Mich.; his stepmother, Mrs. Martha
L. Jones, Kirksey; maternal grand

mother, Mrs. Virgie Mae Dick,
Coldwater; one sister, Mrs. Glenda
Frances Hamlin, Michigan; four
brothers, Maurice Gayle Jones and
wife, Bobbie, Keith Winston Jones
and Adrian Bryant Jones, all of
Michigan, and Dwain Jones,
Arizona.
Also surviving are several aunts
and uncles including Adrian and
Margaret Cloys and Donnie and
Chris Dick, Kirksey, Virgil and
Carol Dick and Katie West, Coldwater, and Wade and Jean Jones,
Almo; two nephews; four nieces.

Mrs. Annie Bell Brewer
Services for Mrs. Annie Bell
Brewer will be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Harold Council will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Hester, Eugene Hester, David Hester,
James Lee Brewer, Jerry Dale Brewer and David Ray Smith, all
grandsons. Burial will follow in
Palestine Cemetery in Carlisle
County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Brewer, 90, formerly of
Marshall County and Paducah, died

Monday at 6 p.m. at Avalon Nursing Home, Texas City, Texas.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Maple Morris, East Peoria,
Ill., Mrs. Mable Burton and husband, J.R., Brookport, Ill., Mrs.
Geraldine Miller and husband,
Lavel, Santa Fe, Texas, and Mrs.
Dorothy Lindsey and husband, Joe,
Benton; two sons, Houston Bell
and wife, Chris, Louisville, and
James Thomas Brewer and wife,
Brenda, Santa Fe, Texas; 27 grandchildren; 30 and more greatgrandchildren; several great-greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Mildred Galloway Story
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred
Galloway Story is today at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The Rev. J.W.
Crowley and the Rev. Kenneth
Puckett are officiating.
Burial will follow in Liberty
Cemetery in Graves County.
Mrs. Story, 68, of 331 Geraldine
Dr., Paducah, died Monday at 8:25
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors are her husband,
Harvey Story; one daughter, Mrs.
Beverly Ladd, Union City, Tenn.;
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Sharon

Clyde Evitts
Final rites for Clyde Evitts were
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Odell Colson officiated.
Mrs. Oneida White was organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were Leon Arnold,
Carol Ray Hoffman, Doris Evitts,
Gary Evitts, John McCoy and Billy
Gordon. Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Evitts, 79, Rt. 3, Murray,
died Monday at his home.

Brown and husband, Dr. Elwood,
Louisville; two grandchildren; six
stepgrandchildren; five stepgreatgrandchildren.

United Way

Three Kansas men arrested on drug charges after stop

Edward J.
Walston
Edward J. Walston, 52, of 1519
North Fourth St., Murray, died
Wednesday at 2:35 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
An Army veteran, he had worked
in automobile sales.
Born Oct. 5, 1938, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Grace
Jones Walston and Milton Edward
Walston who died Oct. 12, 1990.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Grace Walston, 1519 North Fourth
St., Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Edwina Maynard and husband,
Wayne, one son, Terry Walston
and wife, Tern, and two grandchildren, Chris Wilder and Jacob Adkins, all of Murray.
Graveside rites will be Friday at
11 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Thomas Rose will
officiate.
Friends may from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Thursday)- at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Mrs. Ernestine
Bridges
Services for Mrs. Ernestine
Bridges will be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Irvin Darnall will officiate. Mrs. Mae Perdue
will be organist.
Burial will follow in East ad
Cemetery, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Bridges, 84, of Trigg County died Tuesday at 11:25 p.m. at
Trigg County Hospital.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Jimmie (Betty) Cunningham,
Cadiz; two sons, Billy Gordon
Bridges, Lexington, and Bobby
Stanley Bridges, Crossville, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild; two local cousins, Terry Lawrence and Mrs. Woodrow
(Katie) Herndon.

Three Kansas men were arrested appeared nervous after being cited
on drug charges following a routine for improper registration plates.
traffic stop Wednesday, according After questioning, a canine unit
to a report from the Kentucky State from Madisonville's Post 11 was
Pol ice.
called to the scene and a dog
Edv,ard L. Robinson, 52, Brent alerted on the car's trunk, police
Garrett, 39, and Martin J. Caddell, said.
27, all of Topeka, Kansas, were
Inside, police discovered 20 lbs.
arrested and charged with traffick- of marijuana in one- and twoing in marijuana over five pounds, pound bags and a larger quantity in
a class C felony, and possession of a garbage bag, marijuana seeds. a
drug paraphernalia after their car
was pulled over on 1-24 about six
miles west of Eddyville around
2:10 p.m., police said.
Jeffre Dreyer has been elected
Police said troopers got suspipresident of the ATB Club, succious when Robinson, who was
ceeding Patti Jones.
driving a Lincoln Town Car,
Other officers for 1991 are Bob
Rodgers, vice president; Bill Holt.
secretary; Royce Williams, trcasur-

INSURANCE

Prices as of 10:00 AM
--Th., ----------

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

c

Industrial Average..............+1.4;)
Previous Close....—.......... 2622/8 )
Air Products.................. See -s/s \
(
A.T.C-Class A.
355 35s/sA ‘
AT&T .............................30'/. +Vs
Bank of Murray -----.135B
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
24"
54 //ss :/s
/4
Chrysler..........-..----.- 12 -Vs
CSX Corp.................... 30s/s -'/4
Dean Foods..................381/: unc.
Dollar Gen. Store
T/sB 8A
Exxon ............----........501/4 unc.
Ford...........--.......-....-.26s/s unc.
35'/l +1/4
i General Motors
Goodrich........--........ 393/s +3/4
Goodyear ..-.-............... 17s/s +1/4
I.B.M
1137/8 -Vs
Ingersoll Rand
371/2 +1/4
K Mart...-.......
28s/s -I/1
Ky. UtilitleA...:.....-...... 213/s unc.
Kroger
131/2 unc.
Lou. G & E..........-.........41 unc.
t McDonalds .......................... unc. '
JCPenney.................... 4314 +1/4
Quaker Oats
Sears ........................... 27V1
5 2;:/:
/
Snap-On Tools............- 31s/s -1/1
Texaco
56s/s unc.
l. Time-Warner ....-.......—....87'/2 +1
1ST
333/4 .14
Wal-Mart
Woolworth..
30
3°1
12
1/s .1+1
( C.E.F. Yield
..7.42
Additional Information Available
Upon Request.

r
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The average cost of a nursing home is $1.500 to S2,000 a month. Who ill ?as
the bill for a nursing home stay for )ou? Call tor free information on custocial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home overage.
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ARRIVALS®
WHERE TO FIND THEM?

CORN AUSTIN®

Federal-Stole Market News Service December 13, 1990
Kentucky Pachase Arm Hog Markel Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipt= Act371,rat43e Barrows& Giks
needy .25 Weber, Sows stmt.
US 10-4536
US 1-2 E11-234 ess
342.011-44.56
LS 1-2 210.2341 Li
544.511-4.5.1111
US 2-3 2341-264 bo
IS 34 NAM be
4111-44,511
Sites
US 1-2 270.3511 be
Sti 0•34.14
$13.00.34.116
IS 1.3 310.4811 be
US 1-3 401-525 lbs
134.00.35.01
US 1-3 525 and up
$35 114-37 04
US 2-3 31*-544 Ls
51,114-3100
Boars 53I04-3211

...of course
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Murray, Ky
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'best investment
is you.

Mernber New York, Arnencan and Aradwest Stock
Exchanges and S.I.P.C,

paduath's MOST INTERESTING STORE"
come see - you'll agree

Casual Pants

Flannel Shirts

500k

Great Fitl Great Colors'

PECAN HALVES
.-,--..'..._:
.1/ • •
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J,.,st In Time'

2O00
each

Off
Only 12.50 each!

Sportshirts
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Solo Cotton

Sweaters

50
only 28
Plaids & Stripes
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$3

WATER CHESTNUTS
DIADDopi NOUSE

each!

toleelllirenaraimii...

fresh shipment just received
99
full pound

[HADDON HOUSE

tie1\11e Come See The New Arrivals
from J.J. Farmer, Boston Traders
and Alexander Julian.

YOUNG MEN'S
Jeans
Sweaters

Entire Selection
Guess* & Bugle Boy'

Great New Looks'

$-Ibi285°

20
11h

each!

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeboeg Ken 492-8348
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Sweatshirts
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lhe Party Mart
509 lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza

Great Styles & Colors

Starting at 1

Esnws

8CANS

OPEN 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.
L Set. 'HI 11 P.M.

Off

Ples ATER CHESTNUTS is
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HOME]

2
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Great Colors

each!
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Help In Claim Filing
bar All My Clients

753-78
90
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. Mc(iARY

c.

401

94)701401

er; Jim Overby, baliff; and Chuck
Guthrie, parliamentarian.
The ATB Club, composed of
memhers representing MSU faculty staff and alumni meets appoximate twice a ueek during the
school year.

Stock Market
Report

• ,‘ •

Searching for answers to all
those who what/where questions
about your new city?
WELCOME
WAGON
As
Representative. its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

•

'Dreyer new president of the ATB Club

HOG MARKET

It brings out the best
in all of us.im
Hello
Stranger!

set of scales and a cutting agent
used to cut the strength of cocaine.
After a computer check, Caddell
was also arrested on a fugitive
from justice charge after it was
determined that he was wanted in
Kansas for a parole violation and
on a burglary charge. police said.
All three suspects were lodged in
the Caldwell County Jail, police
said.

CHRISTMAS SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!

94 25
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Up to VW

Off

Entire Selection
Boy's Department
Entire Selection
Men's Department
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Holiday Special
"Low Cost High

Quality ac/dc Welder"
Miller's Thunderbolt ac/dc arc welding power source tor
shielded metal arc (stick) welding otters maximum value
• Versatile — c1c range 20 to 150
amps tor smooth weld bead.
better arc control on thin
material, easier out-ot-position
welding Two wide ac arc
ranges high 40 to 230 amps
low 30 to 150 amps
• Continuous amperage
adjustment — Select exact heat
required tor job
• Compact — 21'/2" hi. 12';:" W
14" D
• Lightweight — 114 pounds

Doctor honored as 1990 Child Advocate
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — They
came to praise Dr. Michael Taylor
as the 1990 Child Advocate of the
Year, and he turned the tables by

MPD officers attend
DUI detection course
Three Murray Police officers
recently completed a 40-hour
course in DUI detection and standardized field sobriety testing.
The goals of the course were to
train officers in the collection of
evidence and articulation skills to
ensure a successful prosecution of
DUI cases.
Officers attending were Sgt.
Bobby Holmes and officers Clayton Hendricks and Alvin Parham.

praising everyone who had helped
meet the needs of neglected and
abused children.
The 39-year-old pediatrician told
the audience Tuesday that "in this
community, the organizations that
are working at it (helping children)
have been more successful than
any in the previous communities

Drug awareness
rally postponed
The Drug Awareness Rally scheduled for Dec. 14 at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray has
been postponed due to unfortunate
circumstances.
It will be re-scheduled after the
first of the year.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
/

"t
ar Inc.
JONES META
L

(RAILROAD
AVE., MURRAY, KY 42071 (502) 7S33841

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

that I have dealt with."
Child Watch Inc. is a non-profit,
community-based organization
created to assist missing and
exploited children and their
families.
Mary Ann Halicks, Child Watch
board chairman, said Taylor, a
Louisville native, brought to Paducah a useful background in dealing
with child sexual abuse when he
moved here in 1988 to set up
practice.
In the past two years, Taylor has

Motorcyclist faces
8 charges Tuesday
A Hickory man was arrested
Tuesday after attempting to elude
police on a motorcycle, according
to a published report.
Gregory D. loon, 32, of Rt. 2,
Hickory, was arrested and charged
with eluding police, resisting
arrest, driving under the influence,
driving on a suspended license for
a third time, having a prescription
drug not in its proper container, no
registration, no motorcycle license
and no insurance around 3:56 p.m.
about one-half mile north of Mayfield on U.S. 45, according to the
report.

performed about 40 medical exams
of children brought to him by Child
Watch. Much of that service is
done on a volunteer basis for which
he receives very little reimbursement, Halicks said.

Dice game leads
to shooting death
of Paducah man
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The death of a Paducah man
Wednesday has been traced back to
an apparent dispute over a dice
game, according to a published
report.
James Booker Jackson, 30, of
1115 Monroe Street, died at Western Baptist Hospital after being
shot in the back of the head while
he sat in his car outside a bar Tuesday night, according to the police.
Michael Lee Bailey, 29, of 611
S. 4th Street, was taken into custody and charged with attempted
murder and disorderly conduct following the shooting, police said.
Bailey told police that Jackson
shot at Bailey Monday over $300
Jackson claimed Bailey owed him
from a dice game Friday, according
to the report. Bailey reportedly
denied owing Jackson the money.
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Self-Cleaning Oven
30- Electric Range

GL

4

Model JBP26WN
Easy to clean upswept t ooktop.
Automatic men timer and clock.
White glass oven door with window
and towel bar handle. Two S" and
two 6" plug-in surface units.

Model GSD700L
4 cycles/7 options. POTSCRUBBER
cycle. No-heat energy- saver drying
option. 3-level wash action.

$528

$368

You'll Like The Sound Of This Offer!
25'' timptsa
TABLETOP REMOTE CONTROL TV
MODEL 25GT501
• Digital Remote Control (19-button
• On-Screen Operating and Status Displays
• On-Screen Channel Number
• Picture Reset
• 147-Channel Capability
• Auto Start AutoProgramming
• Automatic Cable/Air Switching

8398
riE

18 2 Cu Ft Capacity
Refrigerator

Get A FREE GE
Crystal ClearThl
Cordless Phone
When You
Buy This
Big Screen
TV!
A $89.95
Value!
•MTS stereo
with surround
sound
•Universal remote
control
•Channel captioning
•Super VHS input
(S-video connector)
•Dynamic focus

IS 1
IN
401
M,

E

Model #46GW950

1,998 $798
31

Model TEX I SKM
18.2 cu. ft. capacity; 5.14 cu. ft.
freezer. Adjustable glass shelves.
Energy Saver Switch. Equipped
for optional icemaker.

Video Recorder
8:1 Power Zoom
Plus..Auto Focus

.
Pep

Spacemaker II
Microwave Oven

Model JEM26WH
Easy to use electronic touch controls with digital display and
clock Word prompting display.
Auto Defrost. time Cook I & 2.
10 Power Levels. Wide..8 Cu. ft.
oyen cavity.

includes
carrying case

63-lux sensitivity
*Variable high-speed shutter
•CCD solid state image sensor
*Macro focusing
•Electric viewfinder with date display

Model DDE6500G
Model WWA7070G
Automatic permanent press and
Large basket for regular loads.
knits cycle. 4 drying selections.
Mini-Basket' tub for small loads.
Removable up-front lint filter.
4 cycles. 3 wash/rinse temp. spmPorcelain enamel drum.
binations Variable water levels.

FREE Delivery
Complete Service Dept.
Financing Available

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric,Jenn Air & RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street
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Sexual Abuse of
Children Is Commoner
Than You Think
DEAR ABBY: When I married
Roy (not his real name), I had two
daughters, ages 9 and 5, from a
previous marriage. Roy began to
sexually molest the older one. It was
almost two years before she told me
about it. She told because she was
afraid that her younger sister was in
danger of being molested, too.

By Abigail Van Buren

Abby,this was a terrible shock to been missi
ng for almost a year. It
me. I knew things like this happened upsets
me to know that he is out
to children, but I never believed it there somew
here, probably with a
could happen in my family.
new identity, and he may be sexuI am now divorced from Roy, and ally abusi
ng other unsuspecting
my children are doing well after much children.
I
counseling. Although Roy was in- others to am writing this to alert
this possible danger.
dicted by a grand jury, he jumped
bail before going to trial and has
TEXAS MOM
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Little Helpers

4

Picture your "Little Helper" with
Santa in the paper on Saturday, December 22, 1990.

4
0
4
4
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4

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one
person only), childs name, along with a
stamped, self addressed envelope for the
return of the original photo.
Deadline for receipt of photos is noon,
Wednesday, December 19, 1990.
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753-1916
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Jared Keith Tabers
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AND DIDYSURE I 500 MY
YOU BUY DJHOLE COMIC BOOK
HER TNE COLLECTION TO
GLOVES? 6E7 THE MONEY

4
4

TI-IEN I MET PER
IN THE STORE ANC
SHE SNOWED ME THE
NEW PAIR OF GLOVES
SHE'D JUST BOUGHT! 1y.

750 YOU'RE
LUI-IY GIVE
NOT GOING
I-1ER
TO GIVE I-IER
SOMETHING
THE PAIR YOU 51-1E ALREADY
BOU6HT
PAS?!

WELL,AT LEAST
THEY DIDN'T
60 TO WASTE..
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DEAR MOM: Thank you for
sharing your experience so that
I can once again tell my readers
that their best insurance against
child molestation Is to educate
their children early.They should
Legal
be taught that their bodies are
Notice
private,and if somebody tries to
touch their bodies, they should
NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
estate of Altie Arvila Elktell their parents immediately.
TO CREDITORS
A
final settlement of ins, deceased. Except
Children must be assured that
ions
The following estate fiaccounts has been filed in to this settlement
if anyone makes them promise duciary
must be
appointments
not to tell anyone, that is one have been made in the the Calloway District filed in the Calloway DisCourt by Tyler Jackson trict Court on or
promise it is all right to break.
Calloway District Court.
before 9
Henry

CLASSIFIEDS

* 5 *

DEAR ABBY: I just saw an article in the newspaper here and had
to write to you. It was about a 49year-old man who was speeding in
his car when he lost control of the
vehicle. The car flipped over twice,
and his 6-year-old son who was riding with him was killed. Because the
child was not wearing a seat belt,the
father is being prosecuted and, if
found guilty, he could serve a year in
prison.
I know that your column reaches
so many people,and this could be an
important reminder to get across to
parents of young children. It could
be a lifesaver.
MRS. J.E.F. IN
SAN BRUNO,CALIF.

DEAR MRS.J.E.F.: Since you
wrote me, the manslaughter
charge against the father has
been dropped, but that doesn't
change the point of your letter.
Although it may seem cruel to
further punish a parent who has
suffered the misfortune of losing a child, perhaps this kind of
example will cause other parents to think.
Parents are responsible for
the safety of their children, and
it is the responsibility of parents
to see that their child is seatbelted — no matter how much
the child protests. The rule
should be: Until the child is secured, the key in the ignition
will not be turned on.
Abby's family recipes are included in her
cookbooklet. Send a long, business-size,
self-addressed envelope, plus check or
money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. 1Postage is
included.)

THE FAR SIDE

All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fiduciary within six
months of date
of
qualification.
William T. Kingirts,
Box 326, New Concord,
Ky 42076 Deceased, Billy
J. Kingins, Route #4 Murray, Ky 42071 Executor.
Appt 12-05-90, Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South Fifth St.,
Murray,
Ky
42071
Attorney.
Helen T. Shroat, 1605
Parklane, Murray, Ky
42071 Deceased, Judith S.
Mastera-Futrell, 308 Main
St., Murray. Ky 42071
Executrix, Appt. 12-0590, J. William Phillips,
104 North Fifth St.. Murray, Ky 42071 Attorney.
Gertie Bell Muskgrow,
205 North Cherry St.,
Murray, Ky 42071 Deceased, Barbara Muskgrow, 7614 Amherst St.,
Apt. #5. Sacramento, CA
95832 Executrix, Appt.
12-05-90, Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South Fifth St.,
Murray,
Ky
42071
Attorney.
Charles
H. Smith,
Route #5, Box 493. Murray, Ky 42071 Deceased,
Victoria Goodman, 22335
Colony, Sc. Claire Shores,
Michigan
and
Dottie
Smith, Route #5 Box 498,
Murray, Ky 42071, CoExecutrix, Appt. 12-0590, Max W. Parker, 104
North Fourth St., Murray,
Ky 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

By GARY LARSON

/2- /3

ID LIKE TO PLOLICLq
APOLOGIZE FOR Mq
ecl-kAVIOR DURING
ENLI&4 CLAM,

IT WAt, CAILDI‘14,
IMMATURE ELFI
AND DIRUPTIVE ,

I. MEANT TO SAVE
IT FOR MATH CLA'
-11

NANCY!

I DONT
KNOW
4JIAAT
CAME
OVER
ME

,
itt_e

•

GARFIELD
THERE ANYTHING
IN THE PAPER 4E500T
YOuR SCRATCHING,
MQ ToMneo-ri ?

a.m. December 26th,
1990, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Frank A. Over
bey and James D. Miller,
co -executors, of the estate
of Cecil Holland, deceased. Exceptions to,this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9 a.m.
December 26th, 1990..the
date of hearing
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Bobby Spice.
land, executor, of the es
tate of Sallie Ann Spice land, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9 a.m. December
26th, 1990 the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Dorothy NOTSworthy. administratrix. of
the estate of Lucy E. Rickman, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9 a.m. December
26th, 1990. the date of
hearing.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Doyle R. Humphreys, executor, of the
estate of Pearl Humphreys, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9 a.m. December
26th, 1990, the date of
hearing
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Debra L. Krueger, administratrix, of the
estate of Raymond R.
Reinwald, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9 a.m. December
26th, 1990 the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Ernie Rob
Bailey, executor, of the
estate of Eva Lee Hurt
Mayfield, deceased. ExAnn P. Wilson,
ceptions to this settlement
Circuit Court Clerk
must be filed in the Callo020
slay District Court on or
before 9 a.m. December
Notice
26th, 1990. the date of
hearing.
A
timeles
s gift anytime The
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk Story of Calloway County,
1822 1976 by Kerby &
Dorothy Jennings Call
LEGAL NOTICE
753-4886 or may be found
A final settlement of
at bookstores and Wallis
accounts has been filed in Drugs
the Calloway District
Court by Talmadge Tutt, LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
executor, of the estate of Embroidery store, other
Martha Spann. deceased. crafts and leather 95c
acrylic thread, free pattern
Exceptions to this settle- with
purchase
ment must be filed in the sweatshirts $3 $4 adult
&Arens
Calloway District Court Designed sweatshirt $8 99,
on or before 9 a.m. De- 4X shirts available Fringed
cember 26th. 1990. the jackets, belts engraved
free, billfolds, leather acdate of hearing.
cessories Turquoise, sterAnn P. Wilson, ling silver and gold jewelry,
Circuit Court Clerk boots Mon Tues 12
6,
Wed-Fri 9-4 Sat 9-1 Call
for after hours appointLEGAL NOTICE
ment 2 miles west of
An informal filial settle- Hazel, State Line Road 893
ment of accounts has been West Turn west at caution
filed in the Calloway Dis- light at edge of Hazel
trict Court by Pat William 492-8580
Elkins, executor, of the
INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
-T`
TRACTOR-TRAILER

NANCY

and Jane Marshall
Hutson, co-executors, of
the estate of Marshall C.
Henry, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9 a.m. December
26th, 1990, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

"Would you look at that?... By thunder, you
couldn't do that in our day — yessiree, the rocks
were just a lot heavier back then."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

STAR'
,THE NEW YEAR
Orr WAIT WITH A
NEW CAREER

ALLIANCE
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY

1 Antlered
animal
4 Tooth
9 High
mountain
12 Hawaiian
wreath
13 Armadillo
14 Female deer
15 Mature
16 Fireplace
part
17 Crowds
18 Peak of a
cap
20 Babylonian
deity
21 "Idiot
box": abbr
23 Decimal base
24 Places in a
straight
position
28 Male sheep
30 Feeling
32 Word of

OH ... wow!
I WAS JUST
HAVING A
NIGHTMARE

BLONDIE
ARE YOU WAITING
FOR YOUR
CAR POOL. -7

Answer to Previous Puzzle

sorrow

34 Openwork
fabric
35 Surfeit
36 Daily
travelers to
work
439
0
ruff
Spoors
41 Imitate
43 Redford ID
44 French
article
45 Disdain
47 Tree trunk
50 Cat id
Madrid
51 Shade tree
54 Poem
55 Blackbird
56 Ocean
57 Sum up

Mel MOM 0M0
00 0000 OUSO
000000 000 00
000 000 000
000 000 U0
BOO MUM 1110DOU
DLII ClopDGIEU DO
00000 00M 00
00 000 0000
000 1100 000
MU DOU 000000
up= gum DOU
00M 0000 0011
note
2 Limb
3 Capital of
the Ukraine
4 Church
services
5 Adversaries
6 Den

58 W
veihnitcele
rs
59 Small child
DOWN
1 Guido's high

1

12
15

2

3

18
21

r THE

HUNTER5
WILL COMEBACK WITHJ
TERRIBLE WEAPONS r
XX CANNOT
FIGHT.

WE WILL FIGHT„
WITH SPEARS
AM" KNIVES.

HO„`PIO(J 1M:XJLP ALL
BE KILLED„ ALSO.
THOUSANDS OF
ELEPHANTS FOR
THEIR TUSKS.

22

5

7

8

9

16

17

19

20

23

8U29
32
33

10

11

14

iii

24
30

WE MUST 54VE
NO,.WE
THEM OuR
FIGHT,. IN
SAC REV ivare? OUR OWN
WAY.

6

13

UU

pre Akii

THE PHANTOM

4

31

34

36

25

26

27

UUiUUU
iii
ii
35

38

39

37UUU

43

42

41

40UUUUU

46

44

id 48
SE

57

49

7 Skill
8 Sun god
9 Fuss
10 Tennis
stroke
11 Footlike
part
17 Cripples
19 That thing
20 Valte
21 Pamphlet
22 Bravery
24 Drew
25 Approach
26 Go in
27 Beef animal
29 She's
remembered
31 Born
33 Facial
expression
37 Rubber tree
38 "Silver —
42 Teutonic
deity
45 Rescue
46 -Empty
47 Neckpiece
48 Unusual
49 Conducted
50 Female
colloq
52 The Lion
53 Small rug
55 0-T linkup

45UUU
51

52

53

IiiUUU
56
55UUUI
59

UU

58UUUU

t
•..ad• f

1-800-334-1203
NOW through Christmas
Murray High Calloway or
Murray State transfers free
with purchase of any garment Campus Keepsakes
200 N 15th St 753-8867

VCR Service
Ward-Elkins
753-1713
TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape 7c per
foot tall Donna Darnell
759 9246

NOW
RENTING!
New

139 a day
Corollas'29 a day
Camrys

50 FREE miles

per day

TOYOTA
753-4961
Ky. 800-599-0365
U.S.800-755-0365
515 S 12th St
Murray
51P

-,*•54.11.11EiNfo.,

,
rn•
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Card
of Thanks
'Thanks for your
support in the times
of our need Your
thoughtfulness
&
kindness will always
be cherished.
I would like to
thank Murray Hospital, all Dr. & nurse's
that supported Gertie. AL.so Bank of
Murray. 'Thanks for
the food, cards &
The Muskgrow
Farnify
We would like to
express our appreciation to all of the
many people Ow
have been of help to
us these past two
weeks. There has
been an enormous
outreach of love and
concern for us.
Thanks seems so
little to say for all
that has been done.
We have been over
blessed with kindness from our families, friends, neighbors and even some
we did not know.
We want to say
thank you and more
to the many people
who have thought of
us, prayed for us,
sent gifts, gave money, helped with
building a temporary home, and anything else done to
help.
To our many
friends from the
'Harmony Mirwnite
Church, The First
Christian Church,
Salem
Baptist
Church, The Tr City Community,
Lynn Grove Community and many
more from Murray
and far away.
Each day seems
better and brighter.
We are grateful to
still have each other
and
so
many
friends.
Thanks again,
Merry Christmas to
Our Love,
Terry, Charlie,
J.R. & Tisha
Williams

050
Lost
And Found
LOST Calico adult female
cat
Wiswell area
753-2793
REWARD Remington
20ga Model 57 lost in LBL
Call 502-753-4828
060
H*I*
Wanted
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Call (404)426-0672 Ext.
DB520

Now Hiring
All Shifts.
Apply in person
between 2-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

Arbqs
641 North
12th St.
. Murray
DRIVERS-OTR-Need expenenced van/flat drivers.
23 years of age 1 year
expenence verifiable Mileage pay plus benefits.
Call 1-800-444-6648
•EXTRA INCOME "91"
'Earn a second income
without a second job" Earn
$500-$1000 for a better life
for you and your family No
experience necessary Will
teach with simple instructions Don't Wait! Make
Easy Money Send a
stamped addressed envelope to B&B Mailing Service
P0 Draw 601532 Miami,
FLonda 33160
FISHER.Price is now offering production operator .
positions in our molding
and production departments Hours for the production positions will be
from 3 30pm to midnight or
midnight to 7 00am. Molding opportunities will be on
the swing shift High school
diploma or a GED are not
required for these jobs If
you are interested in these
opportunities go to the
Manpower Office at 1210
Johnson Blvd in Murray,
KY to apply Fisher-Price is
an equal opportunity employer _M/F/V/H
LONG haul trucking Get
into high demand career as
an owner'operator with
NorthAmerican Van Lines!
Operate your own tractor If
you don't have one, we
offer a lease-purchase
program that is one of the
best in the industry No
experience necessary If
you need training, we will
train you, tuition freel You
must be 21, have a good
driving record, and pass
substance abuse test Call
NorthArnerican for information
package
1-800-348-2147 Ask for
Operator 194

CAPTAIN D's is now hiring
positions Apply today

LOCAL route Handling
Frito Lay, Nabisco, etc Full
company support Part
time High earnings per
year Requires $14,850
cash
investment
1-800-782-1550. Operator
2

WALNUT dining room
table, 6 chairs $150 baby
bed 150 753-0839

OTR drivers 12 months
experience, 23 years of
age, drug testing required
Hornady Truck Line Start
23-26c./mile. tarp/vacation
pay, safety bonus, spouse
passenger program
1-800-648-9664
RESIDENTIAL HVAC duct
installer needed immediately Please call 753-8181
from 8am-4 30pm
SALES person to work in
decorating center Must
have experience at this
type of work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St or call
753-0839
SHONEY'S Inn
Permanent/part time maintenance person Apply in
person Shoney's Inn,
Murray
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self-motivated
individual in the Murray
area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
routes. Must have reliable
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond
of $400 If interested contact David Huffey at
1-800-866-2211
TRUCK Driver Trainees
High school graduate or
GED Want to drive a truck'?
No experience" Call J W
1-800-457-7364
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710
US Mail Jobs $13 90 per
hour, your area No experience necessary (219)
836-3434 ext 1300
WANTED: Babysitter in
Robertson and Carter
School area Prefer nonsmoker Mon-Fri and every
other Saturday Call by
6pm, 759-4488
WANTED People to attend
horseshoeing and groom's
school Classes start soon
For information call
502-843-2359, 8am-11 am
CST
-

We are looking
for smiling faces
to fill crew and
swing manager
position
at
McDonald's.
Free uniforms,
paid vacations,
&
discounted
meals are a few
of the beneftts.
Apply in person at

McDonald's
1111
ID
107 N. 12th
Murray, Ky.
490
Sttuation
Wanted
EXPERIENCED mothe
will babysit in my home in
Kingswood Subdivision on
Wiswell Rd References
753-7327

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

•

Mscallansous

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-9063

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562,
436-2758

LOCAL vending partner
High average income
Company will match your
purchase No selling required $9,000 cash
needed 1-800-654-2419
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial-home units
from $199 00 Lampslotions -accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today free
color
catalog
1-800-228-6292
140
Want
To Buy

NEED Cash - Want to buy FIREWOOD Seasoned or
glass showcase, old de- green Also slab wood
pression glass, fiestaware, Charles Barnett 753-5476
old furniture, 1970's pickup FIREWOOD for sale $30
truck good shape, reaso- rick delivered and stacked
nably Priced Call 753-3642 489-2495 or 753-8059
days, 753-5738 nights
MIXED hardwood
REALLY good TV antenna i53-4120
437-4616
WOOD for sale 474-8086
or 753-9808
150
Ankles
WOOD for sale 753-9745
For Sate
12ft PARACLYSE satellite
dish, toolbox for smal
truck Call after 4pm
437-4616
1977 TRANS AM 400
black Kingsize heated
waterbed Wood for sale
759-4401
BASEBALL cards Buy, sell
and trade 759-1683
CHRISTMAS trees. Scotch
pine. Pick and cut 1 or 100
436-5400
COMPLETE CP/M computer system printer, modem
software, word processor,
data processor, graphics,
and DeBase $500
753-8024, 762-2996
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
emerald cut diamond
VVS and F in color
Wholesale plus 15% Inman's Jewelry, Murray
GE Washer, dryer, excellent condition $400, 2 snow
tires, 4 radials, all $150,
rattan coffee table, glass
top $150, double papazan
with extra cushion $250.
210 Memory tone bank casio keyboard $200 Call
Paul 753-6227

220

Musical
1986 OVATION acoustic
guitar with pickup and hard
shell case
$650
436-2251
SONOR Rosewood drum
set, complete with cymbols
753-4076

MUST sell moving - Kenmore stove 30in., Frigidaire
Frostfree refrigerator 2
door $75 each or $125
both 753-8069

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x65 2br 2 bath, central
air/heat, new water heater
Call after 6pm, 753-4314
$3500 OBO

1978 CASE 780 backhoe
Excellent condition
474-2774 after 5pm
BUYING/Selling your computer? Come see our consignment selection or let us
sell your computer at our
downtown location. (606)
252-2355.
Doll houses and furniture.
Cuba Rd , Mayfield
247-5936
FRANKLIN large wood
stove $200 474-2705

24x60 1976 Shultz mobile
home and lot 5 miles east
of Murray 753-2605 after
5pm
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS in your new home!
Bargain Home Center has
a bigger selection than ever
and we're ready to make a
deal! Come see us and pick
out your new home just in
time for Christmas! BARGAIN HOME CENTER,
Hwy'641 South, Paris, TN,
901-644-1176
or
642-7024.
GREAT buys on mobile
homes starting at less than
Call
$139 per mo
800-755-5359
or
800-755-5362
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE! Prices never
4ower on homes in stock! If
you're in the market for a
mobile home, don't buy till
you check with us! BARGAIN HOME CENTER,
Hwy 641 South, Paris, TN,
901-644-1176
or
642-7024

Apsoments
Foe Rent

1402 2br, 1 bath Built-in 12x65 HOWARD Johnson 1BR upstairs apartment
microwave, china cabinet, $1500 489-2208 after Stove and refrigerator furnin mint condition Take over 6pm
ished 753-6148 after
payments at $175 a month
5 30pm
753-9826
2BR apartment on College
Mobile
1982 14x60 resume payFarm Rd partially furnHomes For Rent
ments 753-4004
ished, water furnished
2BR mobile home in Pi- $275 per month Call
1982, 14x70 mobile home, rates Cove
Recreationa
759-1449
$10,000 753-1684
Development near Aurora
2BR
carport, central N/A,
1983 CLAYTON mobile Recreational facilities
stove, refrigerator No pets
home Large front kitchen available to renters or ownDeposit, lease, $350/mo
with all appliances wood ers For information call
1802'4 A
Monroe
cathedral ceilings through- 753-2613
1-502-527-7382 after 5pm
out front, 2 large bedrooms,
lan
1 bath, central air Asking
2BR duplex, nice neighborpayoff, need to sell quickly
Business
hood, newly decorated RePhone Georgetown
Rentals
ferences, deposit required
502-863-0179 after 6pm
No pets $275/mo
4 CAR shop with office
436-2816 anytime
1984 MOBILE Home 753-9386,753-4509
14x80 2br 2 bath, gas heat
OFFICE or store space, 2BR duplex in Northwood
and central air, gas range,
$295/mo 759-4406
available in Southside
built-in dishwasher, reShopping Center, Jan 1
1 and 2BR apartments near
frigerator Call 759-4065
753-4509, 753-6612
downtown Murray
after 4pm
753-4109
320
JUST reduced' 1985 1470
APARTMENT for rent 1 or
Apartments
Columbia on rented lot, 3br.
2 bedrooms Fully furnFor Rent
1/, bath, vinyl underpinished,heat and water in
ning, unfurnished except 1BR
duded Call 759-1743 after
apartment central HiA
stove and refrigerator
washer dryer hook-up No 5pm
759-1552 before 8pm
pets References required
LAKE Barkley Canton area.
MUST sell drastically re 753-3949
Lovely. 2br brick duplex
ducedIll New 1990 1472
1BR, brick, carport, patio, Appliances, wid hookup
2x4 walls, drywall construc$275/mo. 502-885-4000 or
completely furnished
tion plywood floors, large
924-5538
Clean, shade, no pets
round tub with separate
$255/mo 753-6931
shower, 2br, 2 bath Must
see! Call (901) 644-0012
ask -for Jim

WHY RENT" YOUR OWN
HOME can be yours for
cheaper payments than
rent and there's no better
time to buy than NOW! Kiss
the landlord good-bye and
be in your new home for the
holidays! BARGAIN HOME
CENTER, Hwy 641
SOUTH, Paris, TN,
901-644-1176
or
642-7024

Is

Moir
5pm

NICI
Con
hool
furni
ter,
753-

ROC
1blk
Farr
MOS

2BR
vefS.1
plian
able

2BR
$25C
pets
plia
$30C
Pets

3BR
$35(
ence

3BR
mi
435-

4BR
$55C
able
753-'

Carolyn's Corner

NEED $$CASH$$ for
Christmas" Manufacturers'
rebates up to $1000 available on some homes, $500
on others! See your friendly
sales consultants at BARGAIN HOME CENTER for
details THIS AD MUST
ACCOMPANY ANY REBATE REQUEST BARGAIN HOME CENTER,
Hwy 641 SOUTH, Pans
TN, 901-644-1176 or
642-7024
SAVE thousand$$s on a
large selection of double
wide homes! Easy financing 800-755-5361.
800-755-5360

NICI
men

Large Selection of
Christmas Decorations

HOU
2br,
Call

112 Price
Selection of Collectible Dolls

NICE
Cole

112 Price
All Others 20% Off

RE
2BeO
New
air
wash
stora
$400

111 N. 12th St.
Next Door To McDonald's
753-9234
Now Thru Chnstreas While Supply Last

SPA
Largi
outs
kitchi
corat
requi
5pm

RN & LPN's
Immediate openings available. LPN full time or part
time for 3-11 & 11-7 shifts. Educational opportunities
offered to employees interested in a career in longterm cue. RN staff development coordinator teaching
nurse aide training 7-3 position working every 3rd
weekend. Competitive salary & benefits. Interested
professionals apply at:

TOP
very
heat
Otani
Discl
753-E

West View Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE

M/F

SEABOARD FARMS
Now Accepting

ARAI
0th
502-

Applications For

TRUCK DRIVERS

NOR
Plai
753-t
436P OA
start(
hanc
mouf
$300

WE OFFER: Competitive

Income; Employee Insurance; Paid Vacations; Credit Union; Paid Holidays; much more. All
driving will be done in the Western Kentucky area; all
new equipment; day,evening, and night shift positions
Applicants must be D.O.T. qualified; must have a
minimum of two(2) years current, accident free driving
experience . Please provide a current MVR Report and a
varifiable work history for the past seven (7)years when
applying. D.O.T. physical and drug test will be required
as well as an independent back assessment.

3
pr
fa,
bu

PLEASE APPLY AT: Department

of Employment Services
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

flL

E.O.E. M/Fai

re
en
he

POST-Frame Buildings
30f4(40'x9' erected $5,195,
plus freight. Other sizes
available. Blitz Builders
1-800-628-1324.

Friday Night In Hazel
An Antique Lover's Delight
V,Hazel Antique

Dealers Association

Moe Shope Open Until fi:00 p.m. For
Year Christmas Shopping, Convenience
Friday, December 7 and Friday, December 14.
'Fine Antiques FrOrrl Dealers You Can 7'rusiWee Side of Main Street — Hazel, Kentucky

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season"
we want you to be informed oil our policios.

inn

SUNDASH Wolff Horne &
Commercial Tanning Beds
No money down as low as
$700 a month or $199 95
Sun Coast Corporation
I-000433.9647

SHARP copiers. Authorized dealer for sales, service, supplies, parts and
rental units. Local company. Call 1-800-248-4319.

120

MOW
Hams* For Sal.

...........„
mr
Christmas Shopper's Special
t
1

WILL stay .vith sick or elderly Live-in or out Call
after 5pm, 753-0785

LOG home dealership Top
log home manufacturer,
seeks dealer Protected
territory, high earning potential full training and
leads provided Need not
interfere with present employment Models starting
at $9 690 1 800 678 1424
Brentwood Log Homes
427 River Rock Blvd . Mur
freesboro, TN 37129

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Llamas, good selection
Males females. Variety of
colors and ages. Located
AVOCADO stove standard Central Kentucky. Visitors
size, good condition, $75 welcome by appointment
759-1293 after 5pm
606-986-7272

JOB wanted housekeeping 759-4130

Business
Opportunity

WOODEN storage buildings 8x16' starts at $109510x16' $142450, 12x24'
$2395. Other sizes available. Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831

UPRIGHT piano, good condition. 489-2416.

GATLINGBURG SummitBreathtaking views of Smokey mountains. Fireplace,
HANDMADE quilts for sale balcony,
kitchen. Indoor
753-7901
pool, jacuzzis. Honeymoon
MOUNTAIN bike hardly and other specials! Free
brochure 1-800-242-4853,
used $150 436-2251
(205) 988-5139
OAK desk $150 753-8056
'GET married in the Smoafter 5pm
key Mountains at GatlinOFFICE Olivetti copier burg's Original Mountain
1450 machine and cabinet, Chapel. Simple
arrangein very good condition. Or- ments to the most elegant
iginally sold for $2000 sell Photographs,
flowers,
for $450. 753-6695.
music, videos, limos, honROCKING horses, solid eymoon suites, ministers
wood. Also Christmas rein- Second marriages welcome. No test, no waiting
deer 753-874.4.
period. Gatlinburg WedSPA for sale 753-3488 af- ding
Chapels
ter 6pm
1 -800 -34 -Marry
(34-62779)

IRONING done in my
home
Non-smoker
753-7383

WILL do your holiday
cleaning References Call
492-8597 before 5pm

270

PROOF sets and silver dollars make fine presents for
every occasion! It we don't
have the date you need,
190
we'll get it at no extra cost to
Fans
you Check our U S and
Equatanint
foreign coins proof sets
COMPLETE weight set 2 and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Store
bars with bench, 170Ibs o
(Hazel), Treasure House
weight $100 436-2251
(Murray), the Mercantile
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
200
Towne (Mayfield), and the
Sports
Book Rack on E Wood
Equiprosat
Street in Paris We buy
NOMAD metal woods
coins and offer professional
1,3,5 R H reg flex $75
appraisals of estates
753-7675 after 5pm
753-4161
210
STORM
windows
6 - 28x39, 2-28x63,
Firewood
2-32x63, 3-32x55,
1-48x63 753-8352
AlA firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered, $20 TIME share
units and
pickup 492-8254
campground memberFIREWOOD $30 rick, deliv- ships. -Cheap! Worldwide
selections. Vacation netered and stacked
work U.S. and Canada
436-2528
1-800-736-8250/305-771A FIREWOOD for sale
6296_ Free rental informa437-4667
tion 305-771-6331.

MOTHER will babysit any
shift 7 days 436-5220

BURIAL INSURANCE

240
Home
Furnishings

13 IMMEDIATE OPENNGS NEED a job? A
C.1E0? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m -11 -30a m

Our most comprehen save policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free infor =LIM
call:

160
Business
Occortunity

all

Available Tlini Age 84.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

100

Help
Wantsd

Moths

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Isiliierray Ledger & Times
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'200,000* Truck Load Sale

0

of Circle Y Saddles & Tack
Belts & Buckles & Accessories

Everything Discounted!!
4
et

Fri., Dec. 14th, 12 p.m.-12 •.m.
Sat.. Dee. 15th, 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
.0"

Bridles Ts Britches
'Irthisrestr

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve
you. Deadlines are 3P.M. Mon.-Fri. and MA.M.
on Sat, Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

*Of SO* • 7.s'4, edge 1. Spit^

Hwy. 94 E
One Milo

Murray
769-4406
•r•

t_

the
Murray
classified department.
Ledger & Times

•••••

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
NICELY furnished apartment for rent, near MSU
1,2,3BR Office 1212 West
Main 9-5 753-6111, after
5pm, 753-0606
NICE large 2br apartment
Central HiA, washer/dryer
hook-up, stove/refrigerator
furnished Deposit and references required
753-0859
ROOM for rent, furnished
I blk from MSU campus on
Farmer Ave $85/mo + utilities 759-4104
2BR apartment near University Good condition, appliances furnished. Available now Coleman RE
753-9898

Lots
Fee Sale

AKC Rottweiller puppies
436-5265

BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
including city cablevision
Joining the city limits at
Westend of Gatesborough
Call 753-5541, 753-4060

AKC registered Poodle
puppies 9 weeks old, coffee with cream color $100
each Will hold til Christmas
with a $50 deposit
753-4302

.160

Homo:
For Sale

BEAGLE puppies Ready
now Hold til Christmas
492-8529

BEAUTIFULLY redecorated 3br home in town Just
now listed Very good condition A good buy in the
upper $20's Contact Kop
perud Realty 753-1222

CHINESE Shar Pei puppies CSPCA registered
fawns and red fawns $350,
blacks
$ 5 00
901-247-5252

Owner anxious to sell - 3br
17, bath, 2-car garage,
brick home in Panorama
Shores Available immediately 753-6339

FREE male Peek-A-Poo, 5
months old 759-4773 after
6pm
POODLES, AKC registered Instant credit Paradise Kennels 753-4106

340
Houses
For Rent
2BR house, near college
$250/mo plus deposit No
pets 2br duplex Appliances furnished
$300/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-2967
38R 1bath 507 Whitnell
S350/mo Deposit, references required 753-4801

SHIH-ZU, $150 Ready for
Christmas 474-8057
UKC black and tan Coonhound puppies, 9 weeks
old 1 AKC black Lab female, 44 months
901-247-3220 (Puryear,
TN)

3BR 1 bath, on large lot
mi south of Lynn Grove
435-4233
4BR 2 bath 605 N 16th
$550 plus deposit Available Nov 30 Coleman RE
753-9898
HOUSE for sale or rent
2br, 1 block from campus
Call 753-3293 after 6pm
NICE 2br brick with garage
Coleman RE 753-9898
REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer and dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$400 753-8734
SPACIOUS 3br home
Large utility, carport with
outside storage, eat-in
kitchen 1 bath newly decorated $350/mo. Lease
required 759-4665 after
5pm

FRESH on the market 3br,
2 bath brick ranch home, in
quiet residential neighborhood Owner being transferred and anxious to sell
Priced in mid $50's Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

RAT Terrier puppies
759-4142 after 5pm

470
Motorcycles
RVA moped $250, 10x12
oriental rug $50 436-5501
YAMAHA Blaster 4-wheeler, excellent condition,
2-wheel trailer 489-2729

410
Public
Sale

480
Auto
Services

Yard Sale
Dec. 14 & 15
Fri & Sat.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Inside Valley
Drive-In
Highway 94
East

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
485
Auto
Parts
1969 CHEVY C-10 pickup,
no motor, transmission, lots
of body parts, $200 firm;
1977 Buick Century wagon.
No transmission rebuilt 350
engine, $500. 489-2453 after 6pm.
1190

130

Used
Cars

Real
Estes

KOPPERUD REALTY of
TOP NOTCH 3br 17, bath. ers a complete range o
very nice areal Gas pack Real Estate services with a
heat and central air, ap- wide selection of quality
pliances, attached garage homes, all prices
Discounted rent $450 753-1222, toll free
753-8734
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
370
440
Livestock
8 Supplies
Lots
For Sole
ARABIAN gelding $700
Others available
502-345-2479
Building Silt

1 10\250
HORSE stalls for rent
Plainview Stables
4 tell,.
.I1 (
753-0521 or after 5pm
torthr ( 111
436-2165
N4,91to
POA mare, registered,
753-1250
• 436-2SS4
started under saddle 13
hands, excellent childs
mount, wonderful attitude CORNER lot in Maplewood 753-2605 after 5pm
$300 753-0672

FARM FOR SALE
3 miles from Murray city limits - approximately 3/4 mi. blacktop around
farm - some timber - several choice
building sites - good farm - tended and
nurtured by our wonderful, loving parents for over 50 years - hope buyer can
enjoy it as well! Has good, older, farm
home - good well - available now.

1970 VOLKSWAGON Beetle Cony. Nice car $3200
Day 753-6316, night
759-4678
1972 CHEVY Chevelle
Fresh 396 Big Block, Turbo
400 Transy. New paint,
new upholstery. new Ores
and wheels Completely restored Priced $7,000 00
Phone
Frankfort,
502-875-1844
1976 VENTURA Pontiac
V8 with ps air, 3-speed,
manual trans . runs good
$450 474-2772
1977 DATSUN wagon
2000cc truck engine in it
Headers, dependable Can
be seen at 145 Rivena Cts
753-0572
1977 FORD LTD, white 2
door, $100 down, 1976 Cadillac, 2 door, $100 down,
1958 Ford pickup, $100
down 492-8884
1978 CHEVETTE good
work car $600. firewood
$30 or 5 ricks $120 Delivered and stacked
489-2839
1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, mint condition
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice at $6,000 00 or best
offer, need to sell immediately Call Frankfort (502)
227-8015 after 6pm

Day 753-6116 Night 436-5483
Grayson McClure

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City
ft

1979 EL Camino 305 V8,
ps/pb, air, tilt, cruise, good
condition
$2950
753-9181, 753-8124
1979 Lincoln Town Car.
Excellent condition, new
paint last year All power.
leather interior, vinyl top,
good tires Bought locally,
one owner. $1250
753-9732 after 6pm

--.

cts‘zss

1980
new
good
runs,
$800

Please apply at

MAZDA RX7 $300
tires, $400 stereo,
body/interior, engine
needs some work
firm 753-8839

1982 MAZDA 626 extra
clean loaded 489-2218

Miierray Ledger & Times

1983 OLDS Cutlass wa
gon, good condition Call
after 4pm 395-7986

,e-aow
Christmas Shop With Us

At

Yollf

The

GUN SHOW
Sat

9

Saturday and Sunday
DECEMBER 15th & 16th
A.M.-5 P.M., Sun. 9 A.M.-4

Paducah, Ky.
Guns * Knives * Gold * Silver
Jewelry * Diamonds * Sport Clothes * Coins
Ammo * Reloading Supplies * Gunwnith
Ow to the public, be sure to bring your guns to

BUY — SELL — TRADE
Admission $2

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Agn

.140
Pets
& &VOW

P.M.
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490

500

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

530

5161

530

Used
Trucks

Services.
Offered

Services
Offered

Santee
Offered

1983 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme 489-2711

1968 CHEVY 305 automa
tic $1200 753-6519

1984 CUTLASS Supreme
V6, 2door, cassette player,
wire wheels, blue, good
condition Call 753-7878 after 5pm

1982 DODGE Ram pickup
Short wheel base, very
good condition, asking
$2500 759-9203 after
5Pm

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

A LICENSED electrica
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
mercial and residential, fas
courteous and efficient so'
vice 759-1835

BLOCK brick, concrete
drive ways, foundation
bases, patios, chimneys
repair work Charles Bar
nett, 753-5476

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

CONTRACTOR Portal*
buildings, pole barns, gen
eral home improvements
Quality work for less Cub
tomer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

1984 OLDS Regency
Broughm One owner, mint
condition, 23,000 act
miles $7000 firm Serious
inquiries
only
502-875-1881 after 5pm

Fmonc.ng On The Spot

YES

CLASSIFIEDS

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

axetoreve7yone—
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S-10 Blaze,
$329.83 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title 8 License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
'90 Toyota
'90 Toyota
'90 Toyota Carry„....
'Bi Toyota Carnry............'11$87
'89 Toyota Caltica GT..... '11,481
19
19
Btick
7.43 Naomi Wool Pat
Fad Tefrpo
11 Toyota Cre.13,487
'18 Chevy
'88 Toyota Camrf .....
18 Port Bane. LE
11 Nissan Stanza GXE.....ii17
11 Cutlass Sua. Brou..... 7,917
11 Nissan Sala
17 Hata Accad
17 Nardi
.....1481
36 Tercel 4WD Wgr.......„1,481
16 Honda Accad DI.... 7,917
'86 Toyota
'86 Chevy Celebr0............1,911
15
'Ili Toyota
ti Otis Cira Brghir
14 Toy. Cressila
34 Us Custom Cru5er.....'4287
'84 Toy
1,7
Toyaa
'81 Ptrcuth
11 Hcnda Crti:
't3 Nesr Sentra Ylr _22,481
10 Toyota Corma.............1287
76 Ford
TRUCKS
'90 Chevy Siterado 101
19 Pad Ccoyerion Vt.16487
19 Fad Ana ET_ '11487
19 Cherf
19 Toyota P1J
18 Ftn. Gran
'10,917
18 Ma :or
18 Toyota Rene...211487
18 Ptpouth kfacer
'88 Fad Range.............„1987
11 Ilazda
1/ Toyota 1
11 Ford Iterciti
11 Toyoti
16 Toyota
Chfri
15 %Iota 414....„...___1,981
15 Chel
'79 Ford Bronco X11_1,487
Jeep Iflapneer __ZS!)
Aubrey Hatcher
Ru Caivert • Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bc Lim
Chad Cochran. S
''-•

TOYOTA

Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

MP &

CARS

1

'89 Pontiac 6003.......-- $4987
18 Chevy Cave
..$4987
18 Pontiac 6000................$4187
'88 Ford Tempo GL..._.$49117
'88 Ford Escort LX.......$4967
'87 Chevy Eurcsporl

$4967
'87 Ford Taurus V6...... $4967
'87 Chevy Ginty._ $4967
'87 Chevy Conks Wgn. $4967
'86 Ford Escort._
$3487
'86 Pty. Horizon.
$3487
'85 Chry. Lobaron GTS$3987
'85 Olds Delta 88
$4967
15 Olds 96 Regency _14967
14 Olds Cutlass
$4967
14 Bud Skyhnik WGN . $2481
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $29137
'83 Mazda 626 LX.
$2987
'83 Nissan Sentra WGN.$2487
'80 Cad. Eldorado
'78 Ply. Horizon
76 Chevy Malibu

$2487
$987
$1287

TRUCKS
'85 Chevy S-10 V.6
'84 Ford Van .............

$3987

$3987
'81 Ford Van.
$3967
78 Chevy Suburban _43987
77 Chevy Sinai& Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere'
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
Ws win dependable,

affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Monthly Paymants
Other Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
Ma accept Visa & WC

See Salesman Keivin York
Sammy Bradshaw, Sales Mgr

Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1113

1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue 44,000 miles
$6200 753-3682 or
759-4884
1986 LEBARON GTF
turbo Black on black, aluminum wheels, all power
753-6063
1986 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass, loaded, auto
436-5220
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am
Gray with red interior, air,
excellent condition
759-9850 after 4pm.
1987 CAVALIER Z-24, red,
auto, air, stereo cassette, 1
owner, 51,000 miles
527-3959
1987 FORD Escort 4
speed, low miles, runs
good 489-2737.
1987 MUSTANG GT white
with red interior V8, 5
speed, premium sound, low
miles Sharpe' Reduced to
$7995
Call Kenny
437-4712, 753-1651
1987 TOYOTA Cressida,
excellent condition, loaded
38,000 miles, $10,500
753-7231
VW GOLF GTI 1987 excellent condition, black, sunroof, stereo, spoiler-kit
$6200 753-9850

1984 GMC Jimmy New
transmission with warranty,
almost new tires, tinted windows, diesel, in good
shape.$3500 Can be seen
daily at Animal Clinic or call
436-5867 on answering
machine anytime or home
after 6pm
1984 S10 Chevy pickup
$2750 1984 Chevy Citation $2500 Both for $5000
901 232 8584 State Line
1985 GMC Siena Classic
Red, long base, auto,
loaded, 1 owner, very nice
527-3959
510
Campers
AVION 1983 30ft Rea
bath, center twins, zip dee
awnings all around, like
new inside and out, loaded
753-4960 or 753-0114

;VI
Servicee
Offered

White Whirlpool
Ref. 18 Cu. ft

$225

Magic Chef Ref,
White, 16 Cu. 11..$1 75.00
Sears Washer, super tub,
almond
$200.00
Whirlpool Washer, super
tub, white
$200.00
Fast
Service
Ken Barnett

Appliance Repair
Sedalia, Ky.

382-2353
A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
profesto,n1 service. Glen
Joiner
-0906
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References.
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work 753-5812
ANY type odd sobs Call
Robert Prescott 753-2054
DUSTBUSTERS office and
house cleaning Painting.
window cleaning, chimney
repair Free estimates
753-5368
LICENSED for electric.
gas, refrigeration installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions
Door and window installation Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Call
753-1126 or 436-2617 after
4pm
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

.195

Van
1985 CUSTOMIZED
Dodge Van PL/PW rear
heatair, extra nice
759-1503
1987 TOYOTA mini van
Luxury addition Loaded,
excellent condition, excellent gas mileage 489 2894
after 6pm
SOO

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential arid com
merctal continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

Used
Trucks

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

CLASSIC red 1964 Chev
rolet stepside shortbed,
350, 4 speed good truck
759 4185 morning,
753-7637 nights

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

BUILDER New homes
framing, additions garages barns, patios decks,
greenhouses, remodeling,
site preparation, hourly/
contract Tripp Williams,
753-0563
CARPENTER, commercial
or residential work New
homes, additions, outbuildings, decks, fences, replacement windows Fast
quality service Call
759-1424 after 5pm
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bebbers 759-1247. leave
message

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing ano
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Malt'
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

PLUMBING - Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Gall
436-5255

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
Almo Open 912,1 6
Mon Fri 753-0530

CAMP

WILL do landscaping, lawn
maintenance vacuum
leaves clean gutters Free
estimates Reasonable
345-2187 or
rates
247-5523

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

•

KENNEY Travis Trenching
Service Hauling and Excavating 759-1039 after 4pm

OS

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery Murray 436-5560

KITCHEN CABINETS
WOODWOIRING
All Types Of
Custom Woodworking

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

QUALITY work - Roofing
painting ext/int and concrete, etc 20 years experience 474-0107
ROCKY COLSO, Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul- rig, gravel sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763
STARKS Construction - all
kinds of remodeling, addons, roof sobs References
available 492-8597 before
5pm
STEWART'S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County. 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft, aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a tower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

Custom
CUSTOM

•orop

by & see our showroom
409 SUN& • • MuRRAY ,Bantrd Bunny eased.

SPICELAND ELECTRIC
Commercial
Residential
Complete Electric Service
492-8385
Day or Night

Steve Spiceland
Owner

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
4th

Sycamore
759-1521 (Home) 753-1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat 10-6 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies
* Many Great Christmas Gifts *

ESTATE AUCTION
Absolute Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday,Dec. 15th,1990 at 10 a.m. at the home
of the late Mrs. J.H. Walston at 1610 College
Farm Rd.Just one block from Murray College
campus.
Real Estate: A 3 apartment frame house with vinyl siding &
storm doors & windows. Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.
Personal Property:Couch & chair - coffee & end table - table
lamps - odd bed & chest - vanities - small knee hole desk - table
& chairs - stove & ref. - costume jewelry - glass & china - pots &
pans - -mall kitchen appliances. Many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Terms On Real Estate: 20% down selling price day of auction.
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Personal Property: Cash

Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson - Broker 753-3263
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers

Real Estate Auction
Saturday,December 15th, 1990 at 3 p.m. at 503
Broad Street, Murray, Ky.
Nice 3 bedroom brick - 11/2 bath - living room kitchen - large family room with fireplace and gas
logs - floor furnace - window air - 7 closets - carpet new porch - 2 nice outbuildings on good lot. Mrs.
Odell Noffsinger owner.
Terms:20% down day ofauction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed:

Wayne Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
135-4144
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Bring yoLir Christmas list
to University Plaza
And save up to 50%

UNIYIRSITY

PLAZA

ON

CHESTNUT
STREET

FOR UNDER
jifilfts THE TREE

O

20%

.OFF REG.
PRICES!

OFF REG.
PRICES!

Draw Your Own
Discount

„Christmas
rlacernats.
NaPicins
RaPkinRinrs
unners and'
T
ablecloths

You're Guaranteed

OFF
%
10%50
Christmas
Trees

For Every Purchase

On Friday & Saturday

9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Great Selection of
Rattan Trunks, Etageres
and More Rattan
Furniture For Anyone
On Your Christmas List...
...And All On Sale!

(Reg. Price Mdse. Only)
(Doesn't apply to Layaways and Cosmetics)

Don't Forget Great
Gifts
Like...Papasan
•
Chairs, Swivel Rockers
and White Rattan Rockers
-14
•

MIT I 11111/0111S

CAtilta
or ineit

TIL 8:00 P.M.
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS
9:00-6:00 • Sunday 1:00-5:00
Saturday

NOW IS pw,TIME

/10,7t/
0Fr
20%
All
WARM UPS
arta
Fleece Sportswear
ATHLETIC SHOES

2040

%

OFF

75 Styles

DENNISON-HUNT /
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LEE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844

7
Clothing for Men & Young Men
1205 Chestnut

-

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun 1-5 p.m.

753-0100
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